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Abstract

Starting the third decade after the millennium, in the European Union, the
approach of the energy-, and with it the automotive industries has changed
signi�cantly since. The increasing governmental interventions on the industry,
started with the bad reputation of diesel in passenger cars, and increasingly
tighter restrictions on lead battery technologies, also Germany's renewable
policies, dismantling nuclear plants encourage manufacturers and researchers
for innovation in the direction of power e�ciency. Solutions, which seemed to
occupy the second place on the podium, have been re-assessed and re-thought
in the light of this approach in terms of power topologies and algorithms alike.
As the tide of renewable sources has taken the western Europe with a storm,
with the high anticipation of getting rid of fossil fuels (or at least reduce they
consumption), it brought down a myriad of problems to solve. The �rst of
these is the high stochastic nature of these source, with the ever increasing
demand on storage, to smoothen out the arms of the scale of supply and de-
mand. The second comes with the incentive (policy maker, and civic alike
in pursuit of "cheap" and non polluting energy) of installing these sources in
residual areas, parking lots, schools, household roofs, just to name a few. On
top of that, these actors have higher consumers in they disposal, using them
on they whim, making the situation even worse.
This introduces two interesting, yet completely understandable phenomena,
which act as the "symptoms" on the quality of our well accessible electric
power for our consumers, due to the reason of these trends. The �rst is the
harmonic distortion of the network's voltage phases, tackled with load regula-
tions, and a wide range of active and passive �lter designs. The second is the
voltage phase asymmetry alias the voltage unbalance, appearing when uneven
production, consumption, or distribution on the network. This is a major yet
often overlooked power quality problem in low voltage residential feeders due
to the random location and rating of single-phase renewable sources and un-
even distribution of household loads. Here a new indicator of voltage deviation
is proposed that may serve as a basis of analysis and compensation methods
in this dimension of power quality. The �rst half of this dissertation is about
indicating such voltage asymmetry and mitigating it with a complex controller
and electric power conversion structure, which is integrated with an optimiza-
tion based control algorithm that uses asynchronous parallel pattern search as
its engine. This structure uses current control on each phase to achieve the
results, on the voltage quality.
The second half is zooming down on the current control aspect itself, where
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a model of a power converter device is used for an optimal, predictive con-
troller structure, to achieve the demanded e�ciency, also with the calculation
capacity in check. Starting with the design of a constrained optimal control
of a current source recti�er, based on a mathematical model developed in
Clarke and Park frame. Despite the clean establishment of the model's dif-
ferential equations, the underlying bilinearity would make further controller
design complicated. To comply with the system constraints an explicit model-
based predictive controller was established. To simplify the control design,
and eliminate the bilinearity from the equation system, a disjointed model was
utilised due to the signi�cant time constant di�erences between the AC and
DC side dynamics. As a result, active damping was used on the AC side,
and explicit model based predictive control on the DC side. The results are
compared by simulation with the performance of a state feedback control.
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Tartalmi Kivonat

Az ezredév forduló utáni harmadik évtized kezdetén az Európai unió hoz-
záállása az autó- és energiaiparhoz nagyban megváltozott. A tagállamok ren-
deletekkel és megszorításokkal való beavatkozása az ipari szférába rossz színben
kezdte feltüntetni a dízelautókat, illetve er®s szabályozásnak tette ki az ólom-
savas akkumulátor alkalmazóit. Németország megújuló energia stratégiája, és
atomer®m¶veinek lebontása új kihívások elé állította a kutatókat az energia-
hatékonyság innovációja terén. Azon technológiai és algoritmikus megoldások,
melyek eddig másodlagos helyen t¶ntek fel, most újra napvilágra kerültek át-
gondoltabb formában az új körülményekhez igazodva. Eközben a megújuló
energia vihara meghódította nyugat Európát. Ennek mellékterméke és hogy
közben hogy a fosszilis üzemanyagoktól megszabaduljanak (vagy legalábbis
csökkentsék használatukat), egy sor új megoldandó problémára vetett napvilá-
got. Az els®dleges ezek között az energiaforrások meger®södött sztochasztikus
termelési és fogyasztási hajlama. Mindemellett a megnövekedett energia tárolási
igény, hogy a kereslet és kínálatot szimbolizáló mérleg serpeny®i egyensúlyba
kerüljenek. A másodlagos az energiatakarékosság szándéka (mely törvény-
hozói és civil oldalon egyaránt az alsó, alacsony káros anyag kibocsátással
járó energiát célozza meg), melynek során ezeket a megújuló forrásokat meg-
növekedett számban szerelik fel parkolókba, iskolákba, családi házak tete-
jére, hogy csak egy párat említsünk. Ezenfelül ezek a szerepl®k azóta meg-
növekedett energia igénnyel is rendelkeznek, tovább súlyosbítva a helyzetet.
Ez két �gyelemre méltó de ugyanakkor teljesen érthet® jelenséget enged mu-
tatni, melyek a fogyasztók által oly könnyen hozzáférhet® energiaforrásaink
a "szimptómáit" reprezentálják. Az els® a hálózati fázis feszültségek felhar-
monikus torzítása, melyek fogyasztói szabályozással, és széles kör¶ aktív és
passzív sz¶réssel igyekeznek orvosolni. A második a fázis feszültség vektorok
aszimmetriája, vagy más szóval feszültség aszimmetria, mely a fogyasztók
és termel®k kiegyensúlyozatlan hálózati eloszlásán alapulnak. Ez a fontos,
ugyanakkor sokszor elhanyagolt energiamin®ségi probléma f®ként annak tudható
be, hogy a kisfeszültség¶ hálózatok háztartási termel®inek és fogyasztóinak
id®beli és topológiai eloszlása véletlenszer¶. Ebben a disszertációban egy új
indikátor kerül bemutatásra a feszültség aszimmetria detektálására, mely ala-
pul szolgálhat annak kompenzálására egyaránt, hozzájárulva az áram min®ségi
kérdés ezen dimenziójához. A dolgozat els® fele ennek a jelenségnek a detek-
tálására, és kompenzálására helyezi a hangsúlyt. Mindezt egy komplex teljesít-
ményelektronikai struktúra segítségével, mely optimalizáción alapuló szabály-
ozási algoritmussal lett ellátva, mely aszimmetrikus párhuzamos mintakeres®
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algoritmust (APPS) használ. Ez a struktúra fázisonkénti áram szabályozást
alkalmaz, hogy elérje a kiszabott min®ségjavulási határértéket.
A dolgozat második fele magára az áramszabályozási aspektusra fókuszál.
Ennek során egy "buck" típusú áram vezérelt egyenirányító konverter kapc-
solás di�erenciál egyenlet rendszerét, modell alapú prediktív szabályozásnak
lett alávetve, a hatékonyság és a számítási kapacitás kritériumának jegyében.
Ez a típusú konverter nem annyira elterjedt (a "boost" típusú, a feszültség-
átalakítóhoz, a feszültség-inverterhez képest), de jelent®s el®nyei vannak, mert
feszültség-csökkent® kapcsolásként használható. A kapott modellt alapul véve,
és a rendszert érint® korlátozásnak eleget téve, egy explicit modell alapú predik-
tív szabályozó került megtervezésre. Itt modell di�erencia egyenleteinek letisz-
tultsága ellenére, a beágyazott bilinearitás további szabályozótervezési komp-
likációkhoz vezetett volna. A tervezési nehézségek és ezáltal az egyenlet rend-
szer bilinearitásának feloldására, egy egyen és váltakozó áramú oldalt szétc-
satoló alkalmazás lett megvalósítva, felhasználva az AC és DC oldal id®állandó-
beli különböz®ségét. Ennek eredményeképp aktív sz¶rés került implemen-
tálásra az AC, míg explicit modell alapú prediktív szabályozás lett megvalósítva
a DC oldalon. Az eredmények szimulációs környezetben kerültek összehason-
lításra egy állapotvisszacsatoláson alapuló szabályozás teljesítményével.
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Rezumat

La începutul deceniului trei dup  trecerea de mileniu, se observ  o abor-
dare radical diferit  a Uniunii Europene fat

,
  de industria auto s

,
i energie.

Intervent
,
ia statelor membre în sfera industrial  prin restrict

,
ii s

,
i norme din

ce în ce mai stricte, a condus la o reputat
,
ie proast  a mas

,
inilor diesel s

,
i

a restrict
,
ionat drastic utilizarea acumulatoarelor cu plumb. Strategia Ger-

maniei în domeniul energiilor regenerabile, închiderea centralelor nucleare, a
impulsionat cercet rile privind e�cientizarea consumului de energie. Solut

,
iile

existente de optimizare, algoritmii existent
,
i dar a�at

,
i pe plan secund au fost

regândite s
,
i folosite cu succes în noul context. Între timp în occident se observ 

r spândirea furtunoas  a solut
,
iilor de energie regenerabile. Aceste tehnologii,

precum s
,
i dorint

,
a de a reduce la minim folosirea resurselor de energie fosile,

a condus la un s
,
ir întreg de probleme noi de rezolvat. Problema primar  este

caracterul aleatoriu atât a surselor de product
,
ie precum s

,
i a consumatorilor

de energie. Totodat  se impune o capacitate ridicat  de stocare a energiei,
pentru a putea echilibra cererea s

,
i oferta în orice situat

,
ie. Problema secun-

dar  se datoreaz  dorint
,
ei de reduce consumul de energie (atât legislativ cât s

,
i

prin activit t
,
i civice se dores

,
te reducerea emisiilor poluante s

,
i folosirea energi-

ilor regenerabile), astfel se monteaz  aproape în orice loc posibil generatoare
de energie verde, cum ar � pe acoperis

,
ul s

,
colilor, caselor, a locurilor de par-

care, etc. Aceste tendint
,
e noi de product

,
ie s

,
i consum de energie conduc la

cel put
,
in dou  fenomene importante în distribut

,
ia energiei electrice. Prima

problem  major  este cont
,
inutul armonicilor în tensiunile de faz  din ret

,
elele

de alimentare, aceste distorsiuni armonici �ind eliminat
,
i sau redus

,
i prin regle-

ment ri c tre consumatori s
,
i aplicarea unor �ltre active s

,
i pasive c tre ret

,
ea.

A doua problem  este asimetria tensiunilor de faz , care se datoreaz  con-
sumului s

,
i mai nou a product

,
iei dezechilibrate de energie raportat la cele trei

faze din ret
,
ea. Acest aspect important, dar neglijat de multe ori se datoreaz 

în principiu faptului c  produc torii s
,
i consumatorii de joas  tensiune sunt

distribuit
,
i aleatoriu atât în timp, cât s

,
i topologic. În aceast  tez  se introduce

un nou indicator pentru detectarea asimetriilor de tensiune din ret
,
eaua de

alimentare, acesta contribuind la solut
,
iile de compensare a acestor asimetrii.

Prima parte a tezei abordeaz  aceast  problematic  de detectare s
,
i compen-

sare a asimetriilor de tensiune din ret
,
elele de alimentare. Problema se trateaz 

pe o structur  complex  de electronic  de putere, în care s-a implementat un
algoritm de reglare optimal, folosind un algoritm de c utare asimetric paralel
de es

,
antioane(APPS). Aceast  solut

,
ie foloses

,
te reglarea curent

,
ilor de faz  pen-

tru a obt
,
ine indiciile de performant

,
  impuse.
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Partea a doua a lucr rii abordeaz  metode de reglare evoluate pentru un con-
vertor electronic de putere AC-DC, tip buck cu invertor de curent. Acest tip
de convertor nu este atât de r spândit (comparativ cu convertorul tip boost,
ridic tor de tensiune, cu invertor de tensiune) dar are avantaje semni�cative,
deoarece se poate folosii ca s

,
i redresor coborâtor de tensiune. În tez  am abor-

dat modelarea matematic  a convertorului s
,
i am studiat metode de reglare

predictive bazate pe model a convertorului. Am constatat c  metoda abord-
abil  este o reglare separat  a p rt

,
ii AC (curent

,
ii de faz ) s

,
i reglare separat 

a m rimilor electrice din partea DC (tensiune s
,
i curent). Se pot utiliza regu-

latoare separate din cauza dinamicii diferite a celor dou  p rt
,
i din convertor,

diferent
,
a �ind de câteva ordini de m rime. Pe partea AC am implementat un

�ltru activ, iar pe partea DC un regulator bazat pe model explicit (Exp-MPC).
Rezultatele sunt demonstrate prin simul ri s

,
i am realizat o comparat

,
ie cu un

regulator dup  stare.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Growth of distributed generation from renewable energy sources and the
nature of the electrical power grid initiated a trend to alter from a passive
network to an active one. So called smart grids have the ability to provide
much more in depth observable measurement results of their customers, grid
operators and energy traders alike. Through voltage and current measure-
ments, the habits of each actor (household, station, or industrial- commercial
facility) can be easily mapped and taken into account. Moreover, the poten-
tial failure could be indicated and preemptively acted upon, before irreversible
malfunction, signi�cant amount of wear, or generally, the e�ciency of energy
consuming actor's power electric consumer's diminishes. In most cases, only
smart metering is present, whilst central control and measurement is not an
option.
In this new environment, the importance and di�culty of maintenance and
operational stability and cost e�ective control of the distribution system are
increasing together. With this in mind local solutions are the most convenient
solutions, and as opposed to this expectation most of a household's possible
renewable sources and loads are unevenly distributed, without mindful control
over single phase power converters. Some of these could represent an un-
evenly high power consumption, or worse a locally signi�cant energy source in
times where it's most unnecessary, especially outside peak zones of consump-
tion. The situation is further exacerbated by the stochastic on/o� switching
of the di�erent types of loads. This cause stochastic disturbing unbalance in
the load currents which cases unbalanced load of the low voltage transformer,
and amplitude- and phase unbalance in the voltage phasor trough the serial
impedance of the low voltage transportation line wires and connecting devices
cables.
If we observe the opposite side, ideal generators supply symmetrical three-
phase sinusoidal positive sequence voltages, which are balanced in terms of
their amplitudes phase di�erences at a single frequency. With this in mind
voltage (as such consumption- and production-) unbalance occurs on the net-
work. The terminology of unbalance can be divided into amplitude unbalance,
phase di�erence unbalance, and unbalanced harmonic disturbance. The occur-
rence of at least one of these features is enough for a distribution network to
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

become unbalanced.
Many countries have changed their regulating laws about power supply to al-
low for grid-tie inverter systems to provide spare power from renewable sources
to local low voltage grids.The unbalance of the grid is further increased by us-
ing single phase grid tie inverter systems in the size of typical small household
power plants (1 - 5 kVA) and the produced electrical power originating from
renewable power source (wind and solar) also admits stochastic behavior. This
unbalance yields to a suboptimal operation of low voltage three phase trans-
formers and machines to generate undesirable additional yield loss and increase
in the probability of malfunction of the low voltage energy transportation sys-
tem's components, or the e�ective current unbalance could cause additional
power loss of the transportation line resistances or in the end complete shut-
down.
To mitigate or avoid such situations an approach is required, where the system
where aforementioned phenomena occurs is an optimization problem. However
to formulate an optimization problem, many things should be established to
formulate it properly. Most importantly, a cost function should be established
which can be served as a measure of goodness for solving the question. For
instance, if voltage unbalance would be eliminated, than the correct indicator
of unbalance should serve as basis, moreover the deviation from the optimum
could be quadratic.
Such tasks can not be achieved without proper instrumentation. To be able
to apply control, where he voltage levels are designated, and the end user has
no direct control (only the plant or transformer level has such), deviations
can be addressed, and current control can be used as actuation. This way a
control structure can be imagined for a power electric converter, where every
step should count towards the optimum state, with respect to the energy (or
control reserves), wear of the device (sub components, namely gates have �nite
switching capabilities), and safety constraints ( designated level of current and
voltage should not trespass a given hard constraint for the sake of malfunction
avoidance, and soft constraint for the sake of reducing wear). Additionally it
should not be forgotten, that with all the above, the device should operate
in the domains of kHz or above, and it should be run on a cheap device, like
an embedded micro-controller chip or digital signal processor (DSP). With all
this in mind a power electric structure can be designed to ful�ll the high stan-
dards of today's requirements. The problem is, conventional controllers can
not achieve al this requirements. The methodology based on optimal control,
was originally designed for highly complex, and safety critical systems, with
huge amount of inputs and outputs, power plants, and chemical- or re�nery
plants. These systems though, have an incomparably lower time constant,
which renders conventional model based predictive controllers useless in the
domain of power electronics.
To marry the two approaches together, a solution came up from the automotive
industry. A car is also a highly safety critical multiple-input, multiple-output
(MIMO) system with obvious constraints, in increasingly changing environ-
ment. The main point is, to map the state and input space of the environment,
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signi�cantly reducing calculation demands based on the system complexity.
Where constraints are present, �nite states can be de�ned, either by hand
(e.g. state machines) or by advanced mapping algorithms, and then in every
state of operation, a relatively simple (linear if possible) rule where one state
of the system dynamics could be substituted, then to make sure stepping on to
the next most applicable rule can be achieved very fast. This way, by choos-
ing the resolution of the mapping correctly (too �ne resolution gives too high
processing requirements, too low gives suboptimal dynamics), the predictive
control approach can be applied in both worlds.
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Chapter 2

Voltage unbalance indication

2.1 Motivation and aim of research

The motivation of the research was that the evolution of voltage unbalance
as a general concept had it's stages through the years coming up with more
and more sophisticated variations, suspecting that the topic of voltage qual-
ity indicator development may not be a settled debate. After examining the
various approaches and the latest solution in use the voltage unbalance factor
(V UF ), it can be seen that more and more factors are taken into account,
with V UF relying on the negative and positive symmetrical components in
the end. However, detaching from the great utility symmetrical components
hold, and examining the calculation from purely geometrical perspective, non
of the indicators are hard coded to achieve a complete overlap to the ideal
state of the voltage phasor it is aimed for. As such the aim is to come up and
validate the utility of a voltage unbalance indicator, that takes as much infor-
mation into account as possible (without the subharmonic components and as
such harmonic distortion in scope), and still hold the value that the previous
approaches especially V UF made, in terms of utility.

2.2 Literature overview

Single phase power injections to the grid are mainly generated by domestic
photovoltaic-(PV) and wind power plants. For o�-grid, sometimes more com-
plex solutions integrating diesel generators, PV and wind generators. Such
as proposed, in [1], and [2], where presented the economical aspects of a PV
system. The economic results are strongly in�uenced by the annual average
insolation value, which encourages the areas most exposed to the sun and the
southern areas. The consumption of consumers is not critically important,
but the design principle used has as signi�cant e�ect on the maximization
of the performance of PV plants. In the paper [3] it is worth noticing, that
autonomous photovoltaic systems are strongly responsible of their reactive en-
ergy requirements. To support photovoltaic systems with su�cient battery
banks one should be able to establish that their reactive energy requirement
share fairly compensated by the corresponding energy yield. Additionally, in
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[4] the author emphasizes that PV systems are increasingly being deployed in
all over the world, and this is the source of a wide range of power quality prob-
lems. With a view on consistently measuring and assessing the power quality
characteristics of PV systems, they had presented an in-depth overview and
discussion of this topic.
The study [5] explored implementation issues of electric vehicle battery packs.
They suggest that high voltage battery packs with large format cells has ad-
vantages in assembly, thermal management, monitoring and control, services
and maintenance. On the other hand, quality, reliability and limited speci�c
energy of large format cells are obstacles need to overcome. Solving these
problems will further a�ect the cost, performance, reliability and safety of the
electric vehicles. Smart energy systems in specially in urban areas are dis-
cussed in [6] where a design methodology has been suggested.
A numerical study was done by [7] on the distribution network faults and the ef-
fects on unbalance factor and the matrix representation of network impedances
with the symmetrical component and phase component method. The study
concluded, that during fault voltages and currents are greatly affected by the
system unbalance and the fault impedance. The increase of the system un-
balance causes an increase of the during-fault voltages and currents variation.
The increase of the fault impedance reduces the fault current and therefore the
effect of the system unbalance on during fault voltages and current diminishes.
For each system there is a characteristic value of fault impedance that is related
to the load impedances. Larger fault impedances values produce fault currents
similar to nominal load currents and therefore the effect of these faults in terms
of during-fault voltages and currents cannot be differentiate from nominal op-
eration conditions. Variation of power quality in non-faulty scenarios leads to
thermal transients in electrical machines. This problem can be especially im-
portant in the case of low-power machines, because they have shorter time
constants than high-power ones. The rate of thermal responses of a machine
also signi�cantly depends on the type of power quality disturbances. Voltage
unbalance can cause machine overheating within a mere few minutes. Fur-
thermore, �uctuating unbalance could cause an extraordinary rise in windings
temperature and additional thermo-mechanical stress. Consequently, voltage
unbalance is found to be more harmful to induction motors than the results
from previous work [8]. Additionally beside the heat factor, voltage unbalance
can cause increased reactive power [9], various copper loss [10] torque pulsa-
tion in electric motors [11]. The authors of [12] were discussing the e�ects of
unbalanced voltage on a three-phase induction motor, one has to consider not
only negative-sequence voltage but also the positive-sequence voltage. With
the same voltage unbalance factor, the status of voltage unbalance could be
judged by the magnitude of positive sequence voltage. Also the e�ect of voltage
unbalance has been studied on three-phase four-wire distribution networks for
di�erent control strategies for three-phase inverter-connected distributed gen-
eration units on voltage unbalance in distribution networks [13]. Here the
negative-sequence component and the zero sequence component were studied
where unbalance conditions could lower stability margin and increasing the
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power losses. On the other hand, the adaptive coordination of distribution
systems included distributed generation is also an emerging problem as it was
discussed by [14]. A small voltage unbalance might lead to a signi�cant current
unbalance because of low negative sequence impedance as highlighted in [15].
As such a previous work of [16] a complex control unit has been proposed
that is capable of lowering extant harmonic distortion. In the work of [17]
the e�ect of a small domestic (photovoltaic) power plant on the power qual-
ity, mainly the total harmonic distortion has been examined. The aim of this
work is to examine and compensate three phase voltage asymmetry of the
electrical network based on the extended simulation model proposed by [16].
Further control methods were applied for the solution for balancing of the
most sensitive with regard to electric energy quality part of power system in
[18], minimizing the active power losses, stabilization of three-phase voltages,
enhancement of asynchronous machine performance stability and reduction of
errors occurring in power consumption measuring circuits.
In many articles the authors presents a di�erent viewpoint of calculating un-
balance on the network. [19] showed to assess the harmonic distortion and the
unbalance introduced by the di�erent loads connected to the same point of
common coupling have been applied to an experimental distribution network.
By [20] the focus was to bring out the ambiguity that crops up when we refer
to a particular value of voltage unbalance that exists in the system. By mak-
ing use of the complex nature of voltage unbalance, the voltage combinations
that lead to the calculation of complex voltage unbalance factor could be nar-
rowed down to a great extent. A fast and accurate algorithm for calculating
unbalance has been presented by [21]. The magnitudes of zero, positive, and
negative sequences are obtained through simple algebraic equations based on
the geometric �gure, which is also called as 4 and 8 geometric partitions. Also
a three-phase optimal power �ow calculation methodology has been presented
by [22], that is suitable for unbalanced power systems. The optimal algorithm
uses the primal-dual interior point method as an optimization tool in associ-
ation with the three-phase current injection method in rectangular coordinates.

2.3 De�nitions of voltage unbalance

In a symmetric three-phase power supply system, three conductors each
carry an alternating current of the same frequency and voltage amplitude rel-
ative to a common reference but with a phase di�erence of one third of a cycle
between each. The common reference is usually connected to ground and often
to a current-carrying conductor called the neutral. Due to the phase di�er-
ence, the voltage on any conductor reaches its peak at one third of a cycle
after one of the other conductors and one third of a cycle before the remaining
conductor. This phase delay gives constant power transfer to a balanced linear
load.
In general symmetric three-phase systems described, are simply referred to as
three-phase systems because, although it is possible to design and implement
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asymmetric three-phase power systems (i.e., with unequal voltages or phase
shifts), they are not used in practice because they lack the most important
advantages compared to the symmetric. In a three-phase system feeding a
balanced and linear load, the sum of the instantaneous currents of the three
conductors is zero. In other words, the current in each conductor is equal in
magnitude to the sum of the currents in the other two, but with the opposite
sign. The return path for the current in any phase conductor is the other two
phase conductors.
Constant power transfer and cancelling phase currents would in theory be pos-
sible with any number (greater than one) of phases, maintaining the capacity-
to-conductor material ratio that is twice that of single-phase power. However,
two-phase power results in a less smooth (pulsating) torque in a generator
or motor (making smooth power transfer a challenge), and more than three
phases complicates infrastructure unnecessarily.
Three-phase systems may also have a fourth wire, particularly in low-voltage
distribution. This is the neutral wire. The neutral allows three separate single-
phase supplies to be provided at a constant voltage and is commonly used for
supplying groups of domestic properties which are each single-phase loads. The
connections are arranged so that, as far as possible in each group, equal power
is drawn from each phase. Further up the distribution system, the currents are
usually well balanced. Transformers may be wired in a way that they have a
four-wire secondary but a three-wire primary while allowing unbalanced loads
and the associated secondary-side neutral currents [23].
The voltage quality is described by the European standard EN-50160, which
de�nes, and describes the main characteristics of the voltage at the network
users supply terminals (or point of connection) in public networks. The most
important factors are listed here:

� Frequency

� 50 Hz ± 1 % during 99.5 % of the year.

� 50 Hz +4 % or -6% during 100 % of the year.

� Supply voltage variations

� During each period of one week 95 % of the 1 min mean r.m.s.
values of the supply voltage shall be within the range of ± 10 %.

� all 10 min average r.m.s. values of the supply voltage shall be within
the range of +10 or -15 %.

� Rabid voltage change

� Only �icker severity is de�ned. For single rapid voltage changes, an
indication is given that the voltage change should not exceed 5 %
of the nominal voltage.

� Flicker
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� During each period of one week, the long term �icker severity caused
by voltage �uctuations should be less than or equal to 1 for 95 %
of the time.

� Unbalance

� During each period of one week, 95 % of the 10 min r.m.s. value
of negative fundamental phase sequence component of the supply
voltage shall be within the range of 0 and 2 % of the positive fun-
damental sequence as it shall be displayed in (2.9).

� Harmonics

� During each period of one week, 95 % of the 10 min r.m.s. value of
each individual harmonic voltage shall be less or equal than 5 % of
the 3rd harmonic, 6 % of the 5th, and 2 % of the 2nd and so forth
(table is included in [24]).

� The THD (total harmonic distortion of the supply voltage (includ-
ing all harmonics until the order of 40 shall be less or equal than 8
%.)

For more information see the standard EN-50160, and [24].
In this dissertation form the listed voltage quality problems only the voltage
unbalance and it's indicators shall be examined.

2.3.1 Phenomena of voltage unbalance

In a domestic network, three-phase electric power systems have at least
three conductors carrying alternating voltages that are o�set in time by one-
third of the period. A three-phase system may be arranged in delta or star.
A star system allows the use of two di�erent voltages from all three phases,
such as a 230/400 V system which provides 230 V between the neutral (center
hub) and any one of the phases, and 400 V across any two phases displayed
on Fig.(2.1a). The de�nition is the following:

Va = V̂ sin(θ)

Vb = V̂ sin(θ + 4
3
π)

Vc = V̂ sin(θ + 2
3
π),

(2.1)

where Va, Vb, Vc are the phase voltage vectors, V̂ is the voltage peak, and
θ is the phase angle.
First, if a quality indicator is chosen and used to describe a system, in this
case the three phase low voltage network, the value is used, is advised to be a
norm. As such it needs to comply the mathematical definition of a norm.
A given vector space V over a �eld F of real (or complex) numbers, a norm on
V is a non-negative function of p : V → R with the following properties:

1. Triangle inequality: p(ϕ1 + ϕ2) ≤ p(ϕ1) + p(ϕ2),
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2. Absolute scalability: p(aϕ) = |a|p(ϕ),

3. Positive de�nite: if p(ϕ) = 0 then ϕ = 0,

where ϕ is a chosen norm candidate.
Secondly, the physical property needs to be identi�ed. Voltage unbalance is a
phenomena where the three phase voltages di�er in amplitude normal 120 de-
gree phase relationship shown in Fig.(2.1b). In most cases both are happening
at the same time. This includes unequal voltage magnitudes at the fundamen-
tal frequency, either under, or over voltage, at the fundamental phase angle
deviation.

(a) Three phase sine wave of network voltage.
(b) The three phase voltage phasor whith
Ideal and Real voltage vectors.

This is observed as a frequently cited power quality issue in low-voltage
domestic distribution networks and in systems that supply large single phase
loads distributed unevenly among the phases. E�ects of voltage unbalance are
complex, but can be categorized as structural or functional. The former refers
to the asymmetry in the three-phase impedances of transmission lines, cables,
transformers, etc. It occurs because it is neither economical nor necessary
to maintain distribution system with perfectly symmetrical impedances. The
latter refers to uneven distribution of power consumption over the three phases.
Although the term voltage unbalance is unambiguous, the root phenomenon
may be various as well as the standard norms used to measure unbalance.
In this section a detailed explanation is presented about the types of currently
used method for indication.

2.3.2 Types of voltage deviations and norms

Voltage unbalance is not a straightforward term. To understand the con-
cept, unbalance is when on a given frequency (mostly fundamental frequency)
voltage vectors (phase or line depending on the de�nition) deviating from the
ideal in terms of length or angle. The �rst fall in to the category of unbalance,
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namely any kind of phase deviations, and unbalanced amplitude deviations,
and balanced amplitude deviations, like under-voltage. There are many di�er-
ent technological causes with more or less practical importance. The following
conditions are examined and tested in the sequel:

Single phase under-voltage unbalance If there is a single phase uncom-
pensated overload in the system, the voltage in the overloaded phase will
be lower than the other two.

Two phase under-voltage unbalance Two of the three phases are over-
loaded without compensation, the two overloaded phases will have higher
voltage drop than the third phase.

Balanced three phase under-voltage The loads of all three phases are
overloaded in a balanced manner.

Unbalanced single phase angle If the three phase voltage amplitudes are
balanced but the relative angles between them (ideally it should be equal
to ±120 degree). It is assumed, that Va would be the reference. If one
of the other two phase angles is de�ected, unequal displacement.

Unbalanced two phase angles displacement Similar to the single phase
angle unbalance, if the other two phase angles are both de�ected, then
unequal angle displacement in two phase angles occurs.

An indicator of the voltage unbalance is supposed to measure the extent of
unbalance but it is not expected to classify between the above types.

2.3.3 Non standardized approximation formulas

Up to now, the following de�nitions have not been adopted by any stan-
dard or rule to indicate the degree of voltage unbalance, but used by various
manufacturers. Firstly based on [25] recommended by the CIGRE (Interna-
tional Council on Large Electric Systems, in French: Conseil International des
Grands Réseaux Électriques), the voltage unbalance is determined with:

V UFactor =

√√√√√1−

√√√√3−6
V 4
ab

+V 4
bc

+V 4
ca

(V 2
ab

+V 2
bc

+V 2
ca)

2

1+

√√√√3−6
V 4
ab

+V 4
bc

+V 4
ca

(V 2
ab

+V 2
bc

+V 2
ca)

2

(2.2)

where, {Vab, Vbc, Vca} are the line-to-line voltages. Note, that the CIRGE
variant has no distinct notation, as such it would be indicated as V UFactor
in this thesis. Moreover, the author of [26] recommends two more variants,
based on manufacturer recommended "standards":

V U =
82·
√

(Vab−Vavgline
)2+(Vbc−Vavgline

)2+(Vca−Vavgline
)2

Vavgline
× 100 (2.3)
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V UR = max(|Vab−Vbc|,|Vbc−Vca|,|Vca−Vab|)
Vavgline

× 100, (2.4)

where the mean of line voltages is noted by Vavgline
= Vab+Vbc+Vca

3
. This

formulas were created with the intention to avoid the use of the complex al-
gebra in symmetrical components and give a good approximation of the later
described V UF standard. With the indicator of (2.3), and as well as (2.4).
It is worth noticing, that only the voltage magnitude unbalance is re�ected,
completely ignoring Fortescue's method of symmetrical components [27] (shall
presented later in the thesis), which considers negative sequence components
as harmful on electric equipment and yield. Later it will be shown that other
methods try to push the same methodology, until the currently used norm
(V UF ) is used.

2.3.4 LVUR

One of the �rst voltage unbalance in percent is de�ned by the National
Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) [28] is de�ned as the ratio of
the maximum voltage deviation from the average line voltage magnitude to
the average line-voltage magnitude.

LV UR =
max(|Vab−Vavgline

|,|Vbc−Vavgline
|,|Vca−Vavgline

|)
Vavgline

× 100 (2.5)

The LVUR assumes that the average voltage is always equal to the rated
value, which is 480 volts for the US three-phase systems, and it works only
with magnitudes. Phase angles are not considered in this de�nition.

2.3.5 PVUR

The next phase voltage unbalance in percent described in IEEE standard
141. [29] (derived from [30]), is PV URIEEE−141. It is de�ned as the ratio of the
maximum voltage deviation of phase voltages from the average phase-voltage
magnitude to the average phase voltage magnitude. In various �elds, LVUR
and PV URIEEE−141 are commonly used to estimate the degree of voltage un-
balance due to simplicity of calculation. The two unbalance factors mentioned
above cannot completely re�ect system voltage unbalance e�ects, such as the
phase displacements of unbalanced voltages.

PV URIEEE−141 =
max(|Va−Vavgphase |,|Vb−Vavgphase |,|Vc−Vavgphase |)

Vavgphase
× 100, (2.6)

where the voltages {Va, Vb, Vc} denotes the phase-to-neutral voltages, and
Vavgphase =

Va+Vb+Vc
3

. The second variant is, PV URIEEE−936, mentioned in [31]
is de�ned as the ratio of the di�erence between the highest and the lowest
phase-voltage magnitude to the average phase-voltage magnitude. Therefore,
the numerical values of voltage balance quanti�ed by PV URIEEE−936 are gen-
erally larger than those of PV URIEEE−141 and LVUR.
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PV URIEEE−936 = max(|Va|,|Vb|,|Vc|)−min(|Va|,|Vb|,|Vc|)
Vavgphase

× 100, (2.7)

The number of possible combinations of three phase or line voltages that
satisfy the de�nitions of voltage unbalance mentioned above will become in�-
nite as only the magnitudes of voltages are considered.

2.3.6 VUF and CVUF

The voltage unbalance factor (V UF ) was de�ned by the International Elec-
trotechnical Commission [32], [33]. From the theorem of symmetrical compo-
nents [27], voltage unbalance can be considered as a phenomenon that positive
sequence voltage (Vp) is disturbed by negative (Vn) and zero-sequence (V0)
voltages: V0Vp

Vn

 = 1
3

1 1 1
1 υ υ2

1 υ2 υ

 ·

VaVb
Vc

 , (2.8)

Where υ = e2jπ/3 is the Fortesque operator. From that the formula of V UF
can be expressed as:

V UF =
∣∣∣VnVp ∣∣∣× 100, (2.9)

Figure 2.2: Simpli�ed graphical display of symmetrical components.

This norm is currently in use world wide for voltage unbalance indication.
The main focus in on the negative sequence component Vn, on which many
studies attributes importance of the cause of negative e�ects the voltage un-
balance causes.
As such, three-phase electric loads without path through the neutral, negative-
sequence voltage is the primary cause of voltage unbalance. Normally, positive-
sequence component of three-phase voltages is very close to rated value. If
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expressed in per-unit quantities, the positive-sequence voltage will be very
close to 1.0 p.u., and the corresponding negative-sequence voltage will be very
close to the V UF . Thus, the V UF can indeed be considered as the negative-
sequence component in per-unit. This explains the advantage of using the
VUF as an index for analyzing the e�ects of voltage unbalance considering the
phase deviations. An extension of the VUF is the complex voltage unbalance
factor (CV UF ) that is de�ned by the ratio of the negative- sequence voltage
phasor to the positive-sequence voltage phasor studied in [34], and [35]. The
CVUF is a complex quantity having the magnitude and the angle. Although
the CVUF has not yet been widely used by practicing engineers, it has been
proposed in some studies (e.g., [36], [37], [38]) due to its richness of information
on unbalance. The formula of CV UF is similar to V UF :

kv = Vn
Vp

= kv · ejθv = kv ̸ θv, (2.10)

where kv is the magnitude and θv is the angle of CV UF .
It can be observed, that the previously mentioned norms (2.2), (2.3), (2.4),

(2.5), (2.6), (2.7), and (2.9) indicate di�erent values for a single case with
various correlations. The �rst two standard indicators, PV URIEEE−936 and
PV URIEEE−141, ignore the ±120 degree phase di�erence unbalance and only
take the amplitudes into account. Additionaly, the zero-sequence components
never present in the line-to-tine voltages regardless of the level of unbalance,
only phase-to-neutral voltages. It has been proven, that these components are
unelectable in some cases like bridge control of converters [39], or synchronous
machine diagnosis [40].
The actual state of the art de�nition in use, V UF , is sensitive to the phase
di�erence unbalance. Lastly CV UF considers also phase and magnitude of the
voltage unbalance, but the two units (kv, and θv) are hard to merge together
as a singular optimization cost. To be able to employ CV UF as a success-
fully the weighting factor of the ratio of negative and positive symmetrical
component's amplitude and phase shall be considered, which is non-trivial,
and situation dependent (different network failure modes can be targeted with
different weighting factors). Moreover, these de�nitions ignore zero sequence
components and harmonic distortion that are always present in three-phase
four-wire systems [15] hence, CV UF not in the scope of this thesis.

2.3.7 Conclusion

As it was shown, establishing a straight forward de�nition for measuring
a three phase network's voltage unbalance was not an easy task, and still not
settled. With new attempts to come up with a more accurate and wholesome
method e.g. CV UF , which paves the path for further research potential.
However, going with the with the initial criteria of this thesis's level of analysis:

1. all deviations from the ideal voltage phasor in terms of amplitude and
phase are causing a decline of network quality,
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2. the indicator shall serve as a cost function candidate, with ful�lling the
de�nition of a norm.

Before the standardisation the actors of the industry came up with methods,
that suited they point of view of network quality with V UFactor, calculating
an approximate double square mean of amplitude di�erences, and V U with a
normalised square mean and V UR indicating the maximum linear amplitude
deviation, neglecting all the other properties.
Later on with the need for standardisation and consensus, more sophisticated
attempts were made, with LV UR, and PV UR as the direct successor of V UR,
with PV URIEEE−936 the most advanced one, sill indicating the largest am-
plitude deviation from the ideal, neglecting not considering other amplitude
deviations as well as completely neglecting phase deviations. Finally after a
complete rework, V UR became the standardised indicator as of today, em-
ploying the symmetrical components theorem a.k.a. the Fortescue method
[27]. With this the negative sequence was identi�ed as the main contributor
of voltage unbalance caused failures from power factor distortions to increased
network and machine losses. As such V UF approach with giving the ration of
negative and positive symmetrical components as well as having one scalable
value for control makes V UF an excellent candidate. Unfortunately, the sim-
plicity of V UF comes with a downside, meaning the zero sequence components
are neglected, as such making the indicator blind to balanced undervoltages,
and dips. Finally the newest candidate the CV UF attempts to further re�ne
what V UF may omitted, with separating the angles of voltages into a second
value, giving a complex result. Unfortunately this violates the second initial
criteria such as since the value is complex and there is no trivial weighting
ratio, CV UF falls out of the scope of analysis as a cost function. This begs
the question, how could voltage unbalance be measured loss-less, but result-
ing one (conveniently square-like) value, easily applicable for an optimization
algorithm.

2.4 Proposed geometrical indicator

Hence it can be stated that every di�erence between the ideal and the
measured voltage in both amplitude phase and sub-harmonics is caused by a
form of voltage deviation from the ideal. The problem can also be investigated
from a geometrical point of view as it is depicted in Figure (2.3). The three-
phase voltage system's phasor diagram contains three phase-to-neutral voltage
vectors which can be regarded as the points of a triangle (similarly, the three
line-to-line vectors can play the role of the edges of the triangle). The two
triangles (i.e. the ideal and the actual ones) always intersect except from very
extreme and physically meaningless cases. The area where the two triangles
do not cover each other (i.e. the di�erence of their union and intersection)
can be used as a norm of voltage quality. In fact it is computationally more
demanding compared to the previous methods, but takes every deviation into
consideration [P1], [P2]. This way the error is given by (2.11).
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G = Area of (△Ideal ∪△Real −△Ideal ∩△Real), (2.11)

△Ideal indicates the triangle spanned by the ideal voltage vectors and △Real

the triangle of real voltage vectors. Di�erence of the ideal and the real triangle's
union and intersection de�nes the norm G. Basically, the algorithm calculates
the symmetrical di�erence of the triangles, stretched from three phase ideal
and real voltage vectors. This approach ful�lls the norm definition as well,
displayed in section (2.3.1).
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Figure 2.3: The triangles spanned by the ideal and the real peak voltage phasors.
The extent of voltage deviation on the network can be measured by the sum of areas
where the two triangles are not overlapping.

2.5 The method's novelty compared to V UF

When using a new norm for calculation and cost function it is reason-
able to test it's viability compared to the prevalent or regulated method, the
voltage unbalance factor (V UF ) de�ned by the International Electrotechnical
Commission, as discussed in section 2.3.6. In this case the geometrical norm's
utility (2.11) against the currently used V UF (2.9) shall be examined.
The geometrical norm was validated experimentally, by investigating the cor-
relation between the regulated and geometrical norms subjected to random,
uniformly distributed unbalance on the voltage vector amplitude and phase
values with 20 V amplitude and 1/300 · π rad phase variance (Fig. (2.4), and
Fig. (2.5)).

Although there is correlation between the two norm values in the general
case, but for some situations the V UF indicates low, while geometrical norm
still indicates high value.
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CHAPTER 2. VOLTAGE UNBALANCE INDICATION

Figure 2.4: Correlation between the geometrical voltage unbalance indicator G and
the regulated voltage unbalance indicator V UF using 1000 samples. In every itera-
tion each three phase voltage vector's amplitude and phase values changed randomly,
according to uniform distributions with ±20 V amplitude and ±1

3π · 10−2 rad phase
variance. The dashed line indicates the axis across the main correlation cloud. It can
be seen, that the geometric norm contains more information than V UF form the
right of the dashed line. The four asymmetry cases of Figure (2.6) are denoted by
black symbols on the picture. It is apparent, that in case (c), and (d) the G norm
holds additional information than the V UF .

On Figure (2.6a) dominant phase deviation can be observed, while Figure
(2.6b) shows amplitude deviation but with opposite direction. When there is
such deviation on the grid both indicators present almost identical results. On
(2.6c) there is still an observable unbalance (two phase deviate stronger than
the third in terms of amplitude), but the correlation is signi�cantly lower. In
the last case in the lowest correlation area, amplitude deviation is present,
but the deviation direction is identical on all phases (balanced over-voltage
or under-voltage, can be observed on Figure (2.6d)), still, the V UF indicates
very low values. In this case other methods are utilised in parallel in terms of
network diagnostics to detect the under-voltage phenomena.[41].

To clarify this, the V UF 's calculation method needs to be investigated
(see (2.9)). The symmetrical component mutual impedance matrix on a three
phase connection point is given by (2.12),
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Figure 2.5: Correlation between the regulated unbalance indicator and the fraction
of geometrical and regulated indicator. It can be seen that there is a functional
connection between the two values.

Zs = 1
3

1 1 1
1 υ υ2

1 υ2 υ

 ·
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 ·

1 1 1
1 υ2 υ
1 υυ2

 =

=

Z00 Z01 Z02

Z10 Z11 Z12

Z20 Z21 Z22

 , (2.12)

where Zs is the symmetrical component mutual impedance matrix, and υ =
ej

2
3
π. If there are both negative and zero sequence symmetrical components

present on the network, the dominant part of the voltage drop's negative and
zero sequence can be calculated as follows (2.13).

∆U2 ≈ Z21I1 + Z22I2
∆U0 ≈ Z01I1 + Z00I0,

(2.13)

∆U0, ∆U1, ∆U2 are the voltage drop's zero positive and negative sequence
components, I0, I1, I2 are the current's drop's zero positive and negative se-
quence components, and Z00, Z01, Z21, Z22 are mutual impedances, respec-
tively. If there is only positive and negative sequence present, then the right
hand side's second term is zero. As such, the indication of negative and zero
sequence present the network calculates (2.14):

m21 = | Z21

Z11
| ×100

m01 = | Z01

Z11
| ×100,

(2.14)

where m21 is the negative sequence factor which is identical to the V UF ,
and m01 is the zero sequence factor.
As such from (2.14), it can be derived, that the geometrical method shown in
(2.11), compared to the V UF shown in (2.9) incorporates the zero sequence
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amplitude deviation. The norm values are

G = 4198 and V UF = 1.612.
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(c) Low correlation with opposed amplitude
deviation. The norm values are G = 9322
and V UF = 0.5198.
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Figure 2.6: Four distinct cases of voltage triangles examining correlation between
the regular V UF and geometrical G method.
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2.6. SUMMARY

Table 2.1: Comparison of di�erent voltage unbalance indicators, according to the
scope de�ned in section 2.3.7.

Indicating
Capabilities

Amplitude
deviation only

Phase
deviation only

Balanced three
phase under-voltage

Trivial cost
candidate

V UFactor Yes No No Yes

V U Yes No No Yes

V UR Yes No No Yes

LV UR Yes No No Yes

PV URIEEE−141 Yes No No Yes

PV URIEEE−936 Yes No No Yes

V UF Yes Yes No Yes

CV UF Yes Yes No No

G Yes Yes Yes Yes

factor as well. This can be observed on Figure (2.4), with the dashed line across
the main correlation cloud on the scatterplot. The perpendicular dislocation
from the dashed line to the right is proportional to the uniform amplitude
deviation (case (d) on Figure (2.6)). Since the geometrical method calculates
with error surfaces, the approximation would be the V UF 's value (including
the zero sequence) squared. To understand the context, the zero sequence
deviation (can be interpreted as uniform amplitude deviation from the ideal
phasor) can be an indication of undervoltage, or voltage dip, which are com-
mon network errors.
As such comparing the results from Figure (2.4), as well as the observations
from (2.12)-(2.14) the best cost function candidate as well as the most promis-
ing unbalance indicator would be G according to the initial criteria laid down
in section 2.3.7. A comprehensive overview the can be observed in Table (2.1).

This comes from G's property of calculating the deviations based on the
symmetrical di�erence of the voltage phasors, and since surfaces instead of
numerical di�erences are considered the value follows a square-value nature.
It is worth to keep in mind, that the definition of V UF can not be applied to
the proposed method, since it was designed around the percentage difference of
positive and negative symmetrical components, but this allows to establish a
square-like cost function to minimize with an optimizer employed in an active,
network connected �lter.

2.6 Summary

At the previously described balanced over- or under-voltage case the posi-
tive sequence value is dominant, so the regular indicator will take considerably
lower value. In other words, aside from indicating voltage unbalance, the ge-
ometrical method incorporates the balanced deviations as well. In a control
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design perspective, a general case, where notably highly unbalance values may
appear, using V UF as cost function could introduce hidden errors in control
due error cancellation. Additionally the geometrical solution checks electri-
cal asymmetry, i.e. the norm of a ±120 degree rotated version of the ideal
three-phase phasor is zero in the geometrical sense. Moreover, the geometrical
norm is more sensitive for small scale unbalance, as opposed to the V UF . To
summarize, the geometrical indicator a more suitable solution for a more gen-
eral case indicator, and a good candidate for cost function in optimal control
design.
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Notations used in the chapter

CV UF Complex Voltage Unbalance Factor
G Geometrical voltage unbalance indicator

I0,1,2 Zero positive and negarive sequence of current drop
kv Magnitude of CVUF

LV UR Voltage unbalance notation based on NEMA standard
m21 negative sequence factor, identical to V UF
m01 zero sequence factor

PV URIEEE−141, PV URIEEE−936 Voltage unbalance notation based on IEEE-141, and IEEE-936
standard

Vab, Vbc, Vca Line-to-line voltages
Vavgline Average of line voltages
Va, Vb, Vc Phase-to-neutral voltages
Vavgphase Average of phase voltages
V0, Vp, Vn Zero, negative and positive sequence voltages based on symmet-

rical components theorem

V̂ Voltage peak

V⃗a, V⃗b, V⃗c, Voltage vectors in the three phase phasor
V UF Voltage Unbalance Factor

V UFactor, V U, V UR Non standardized voltage unbalance factor based on manufacturer
standards

Z Symmetrical component mutual impedance
∆U Zero positive and negative sequence of voltage drop
θ Angular displacement of the voltage or current vector
θv Angle of CVUF
υ Fortesque operator



Chapter 3

Voltage unbalance compensation

in three-phase networks

3.1 Motivation and aim of research

The motivation of the research was, to come up with a "plug-and-play"
three phase network voltage unbalance (VU) reducing solution, assuming no
priory knowledge is required from the network for connected device, only the
nominal voltage, and fundamental frequency. Hence, any measurement be-
yond the conceptual device's connection point was infeasible, and network
parameters, topology, parameters from active loads, short circuit power, or
the knowledge about the distribution transformer's features were assumed as
unknown. This brings an interesting subset of employable solutions namely
non-model based optimizers, in terms of this thesis, the asynchronous paral-
lel pattern search (APPS). So, the aim was twofold in this case. First the
thesis aims to show, that the geometrical norm (G) could serve a valid cost
function and indicator for optimization design (of course with the target of re-
ducing VU). And second, to operate said optimizer in the described unknown
and inestimable network environment, where after setup and connection, VU
reduction is still feasible.

3.2 Literature overview

The phenomena of voltage unbalance (VU) has been investigated for a long
time. VU of three-phase voltages results from asymmetry of line impedances
and from inequality of loads in three phase networks. Efforts are in general are
made to reduce the asymmetry, sprouting form network topology geometries
impedance by transposition. On the other hand, voltage unbalance caused by
uneven distribution of loads over three phases is more dif�cult to compensate.
In low voltage residential and/or commercial systems, single-phase loads ac-
count for the majority of power consumption. Wherever possible, efforts are
made to distribute the single phase loads uniformly over three phases, but res-
idential areas are generally not sanctioned per household. It is unlikely that
at a given time instant loads in the three phases are balanced because they
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vary in a random manner. In other words, even if the average loads in the
three phases are kept the same, the instantaneous power demands in the three
phases differ from each other, leading to unbalanced voltages at the point of
common coupling. With this in mind, predictive models can not reliably es-
tablished, however stochastic models has been used to aid the effort. In [42] a
distribution networks were examined, and a Monte Carlo analysis with random
variation of the voltage unbalance factor is modeled with the aid of correlated
Gaussian random variables that represent random variations in three-phase
active and reactive powers. Also this method used in [43], for single phase
power plants (mainly PV plants) caused VU risk assessment and mitigation.
It was shown that this unchecked plants can cause serious risk with above 2%
VUF, and the maximum single-phase and uncontrolled connection of plants is
unacceptably high, posing a risk for other networks as well.
The authors of [44] proposed a stochastic multi-objective optimization to model
VU, where the discrete decision variables are coordinated with continuous reg-
ulation of solar reactive outputs updating they assumed covariances. For the
purpose, the stochastic processes of solar active power are modelled in a sce-
nario based framework. Stochastic processes were converted into a series of
equivalent deterministic scenarios. For this purpose, a modi�ed non-dominated
sorting genetic algorithm-II was proposed, in which crossover rate and muta-
tion rate are dynamically revised by a fuzzy logic controller.
There are different approaches of lowering the unbalance with different control
techniques. Since conventional inverter topologies ar built for symmetrical, and
zero o�set current and voltage waveforms, the topology needed to change, to
compensate the negative (and occasionally zero) sequence symmetrical com-
ponents, besides normal operation. An interesting approach by [45] was intro-
duced, where two parallel VSIs are connected to produce positive and negative
sequence components side by side. The approach also utilizes optimal control
to achieve both the quality of power (MPPT) within the microgrid and the
quality of currents (unbalance mitigation with low THD) �owing between the
microgrid and the utility system, where two parts are controlled complemen-
tarily to inject negative- and zero-sequence currents in series to balance the line
currents, while generating zero real and reactive power. An other approach, is
to try to estimate the required compensation geometrically by [46], where the
required step in space vector modulation (SVM) is calculated by giving the as-
sumed vectorial sum to move the measured system to a more balanced state.
The authors use a series connected VSI (with common DC link) to achieve
the required freedom for the operation, although the unbalance reduction is
for the controlled three phase loads only, and the network is not in�uenced.
In the market there are devices with the sole purpose of compensation, and
one of them is the static var compensator (SVC). This device is connected
parallel, to the network (usually after the transformer station) to adaptively
reduce the networks reactive power. However in [47] the SVC is used also
for mitigating the grid's VU. In the article, as three-phase IGBT-based static
synchronous compensator was proposed for voltage and/or current unbalance
compensation, where an instantaneous power theory (IPT) was used for real-
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time calculation and control. This control approach calculates the controller's
next step from the instantaneous values of voltage and current to formulate
the required power to inject in an averaged time interval.
In some cases the authors aim not to reduce the effect of unbalance on the
network, but to ensure stable operation, while devices and loads are protected.
In [48] the authors argue, that working under network VU, a current source in-
verter (CSI) holds a better strategy, than its counterpart, although the device
is only operates under this condition and does not contribute to the unbalance
even further. The device stands as gateway between a DC microgrid and an
AC grid. Under the effect of VU the DC microgrid suffers harmonic oscilla-
tions in voltage, and possible controller tripping (one phase exceeds the current
limit) if it is not mitigated. The authors mention the use of conventional VSI
based structures for CSI may lead to unstable operation, as such, they inject
balanced three phase currents into the AC grid under an unbalanced grid volt-
age. Based on the instantaneous active power theory under unbalanced grid
conditions [49] proposes an optimized negative-sequence current references for
eliminating the double-frequency oscillations on active power at AC side of a
current source converter. The approach is similar as before, using CSI as a
good topology candidate, as well as the control structure of IPT, but the goal
here is also to work under unbalanced grid conditions, and only protecting
the device and the load. In [50] direct control strategy with CSI model based
control is shown which is simpler than the complicated IPT. The factors of
unbalance are measured (negative and zero sequence as well) and the optimal
current is calculated from the device model and from the factors via phase
locked loop.
As an issue both [51], and [52] names the increasing PV penetration a thread
for the network quality, namely the voltage balance. The former suggests that
the network operators are mainly obligated to mitigate the phenomena, by
the transmission systems management and control, and the former suggests a
local strategy. The idea is to use the PV-VSI (voltage source inver with photo-
voltaic source on the DC end) as the control reserve for VU mitigation. Here
also geometrical approach is used with SVI to calculate the VSI's next step
and formulate the optimal voltage vector on the voltage phasor, and an in-
termediate PI controller to reduce parameter sensitivity. The controller's cost
function is derived via current and voltage measurement based on the IPT.
The authors in [53] suggest, that current control strategies, where non har-
monic currents were used deemed to have dif�culties, however the CSI exhibits
higher reliability and power density than the VSC with added DC-DC boost
converter topology. As such a current source based strategy with only harmonic
currents were used, which shall be presented in section 5.5.
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3.3 Optimization-based voltage unbalance com-

pensation

In this dissertation the approach is, that the electrical network's level of
unbalance only depends on the generators and loads switching on and o� the
network, as such it is assumed, that the network beyond the connection point
is unknown (the amount, type and power of domestic loads are unknown), and
network impedance's stochastic distribution function can not be estimated as
it shall be discussed in section 3.4.1. Thus, the compensation's goal is to �nd
the local optimum regardless of unknown conditions. Furthermore, the goal is
to compensate the voltage unbalance (VU), without the option to place
current controllers after the connection point. This implies, that the grid's
transformer's current (as well as any current after the connection point, in-
cluding the network's short circuit power) can not be measured, to esteem the
network's behaviour.

3.3.1 Problem statement

Based on the general assumptions above, an optimization-based and model-
free compensation structure is suggested here. Figure (3.1) depicts the high-
level structure of the compensation structure.

Current
source
inverter

Electrical
grid

Optimization
based input

design

Unbalance
indicator

iabc

Vabc

object
function

current
amplitude
and phase

Figure 3.1: Block scheme of the voltage unbalance compensation.

From the control-theoretic point of view, the main characteristics of the
problem are as follows.

� Current input to the network (three phase current phasor): iabc = [ia, ib, ic].
The current waveform is generated by a three-phase current source in-
verter, its implementation details are out of the scope of the thesis (see
appendix chapter 5.5 for an overview).

� Measured voltage (three phase voltage phasor): Vabc = [Va, Vb, Vc].

� Control aim: Minimization of the selected voltage unbalance indicator
value during the operation of the network.
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COMPENSATION

Based on the measured quantities, the dynamic behavior of the network cannot
be predicted and thus its dynamical model is supposed to be unknown. The
only source of information from the network is the voltage response given by the
network for the current input. Since the network actors (generators and loads)
are continuously switching on and o� the network in an unobservable and
uncontrollable manner, the model structure as well as the modell parameters
of the network cannot be determined using the tools of system identi�cation.
The above facts makes it di�cult to use the model based techniques of control
theory.

3.3.2 Elements of the problem

In the following paragraphs, the main functional blocks of the problem
statement depicted in Figure (3.1) are detailed.

Electrical grid The electrical grid is supposed to be a three-phase grid, the
only assumption is that the three-phase voltage Vabc can be measured at the
connection point. Since the network units (generators and loads) are continu-
ously switching on and o� the network in an unobservable and uncontrollable
manner, the model structure as well as the model parameters of the network
cannot be determined using the tools of system identi�cation. An important
assumption that has to be made with respect to the transient response of the net-
work is that the effect of the input decays by the time the next input is applied
to the network. This cannot be ensured in the general case since the network
is unknown.

Unbalance indicator Any suitable norm of voltage unbalance can be used
as an unbalance indicator, however, to show the applicability of the proposed
geometric norm in the Case study (Section (3.4)) it will be used as cost func-
tion. In accordance with the notions introduced in Section (2.3), the unbalance
indicator is a mapping from the three-phase voltage phasor Vabc to R+.

Optimization based input design The optimization based input design
is equivalent to the solution of an optimization problem:

min
iabc

f(Vabc) (3.1)

where f stands for the applied unbalance indicator. Of course, a more sophis-
ticated input design method would take into account the constraints on the
appliable current.

Ideally, the point iqabc corresponding to the local minimum, which can be
calculated from the negative gradient ∇f(Vabc), that gives the value and di-
rection of the corresponding step in the parameter space, as such making the
optimization straightforward. The next step is made in the direction of gradi-
ent with the proper sign. Most of the time, this sequence of steps, converges
to local multivariate extreme value xq of the function (3.2).
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i
(q)
abc = i

(q−1)
abc − tq∇f(V (q−1)

abc ), (3.2)

where q ∈ N, and tq resembles the step size of the algorithm. Unfortu-
nately, the controlled electrical system is described by multivariate non-linear
di�erential equations, the optimization of which is infeasible to derive using
the di�erentiation of an error function. Therefore, the optimization methods
based on direct di�erentiation are not applicable. In such cases, the applied
optimization method has to be a derivative-free one as the network model is
not assumed to be known. A variety of optimization methods are availeble of
this class, e.g. Nelder-Mead [54], Pattern search [55], [56], Simulated annealing
[57], Subgradient method [58].

Current source inverter The role of this power electric device is to pro-
duce the current waveform determined by the Optimization based input design
module.

Its structure and implementation may depend on the actual �eld of ap-
plication and is not in the scope of this thesis. However, some basic power
electronic components of current control is presented in the Appendix (5.5)

3.4 Case study: Voltage unbalance compensa-

tion of low voltage network

In order to illustrate the applicability of the proposed geometric norm as
a cost function on an optimization based compensation method described in
section (3.3.1), the compensation of voltage unbalance (VU) of an unknown low
voltage domestic network, with a current source power electric device. The goal
is, to reduce the VU on the network utilizing the limited resources. With this
in mind, the device is connected to any three phase four wire 400V connection
point, and based on only on the measured network voltage, shall formulate such
constrained harmonic current waveforms, that results in unbalance reduction
based on the prescribed const function (V UF , or G, described in 2.4)Unfor-
tunately, the method cannot be examined on a real network connected to the
grid, that is why a high �delity simulation model had been developed for the
case study . The three-phase low voltage network and all the elements of the
problem statement has been implemented in Matlab Simulink environment us-
ing the Simscape Electrical toolbox. The top level structure of the Simulink
model can be seen in Figure (5.4), (5.5).
The domains of the signals expected are as follows:

� Controller output (three phase current phasor): iabc = [ia, ib, ic], the
domain for each phase is [0, 20] A amplitude and ±60◦ phase.

� Measured signal (three phase voltage phasor): Vabc = [Va, Vb, Vc], the
domain for each phase is [0, 326] V (peak) amplitude and ±60◦ phase.
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It is important to note, that the following case study serves as a proof of con-
cept and a simulation based benchmark problem in order to be able to compare
di�erent unbaance indicators as well as di�erent optimization problems. Be-
cause of the simpli�ed nature of the problem, there are some neglected features
(e.g. subharmonics, �icker) which might be interesting from the electrical en-
gineering point of view in a real world application.

3.4.1 Formulation

This chapter's aim to propose a model and control scheme for a three phase
instrumentation, which can compensate voltage based unbalance, and as such
lower the power losses and increase power quality, not only at the domestic
connection point but possibly in the whole low voltage transformer area with-
out prior knowledge of the network's topology, it's connected load's, or the
transformer characteristics.

Electrical Grid The network, the proposed VU compensator supposed to
be connect, is a three phase four wire low voltage domestic transformer area.
For the sake of modeling and simulation simplicity, the transformer's secunder
circuit is assumed as wye (star) connected, where the neutral wire is grounded,
an modelled as ideal voltage sources connected to a three phase function gen-
erator or a speci�c input waveform in case of measurements (see section 5.4
for network setup). It is worth mentioning, that the transformer choice could
convey some issues as indicated by [59], and [60], but the transformer modeling
is out of scope of this thesis.

Due to the unregulated, and uneven load, or (with the emergence of a�ord-
able PV stations) possible domestic powerplant distribution, the voltage and
current unbalance present in the network causes additional power loss inside
the medium voltage/low voltage transformer and in the transportation line
wires too. It also has undesired e�ects in certain three phase loads, mainly
rotating machines where it causes torque reduction and pulsating torque ef-
fect. Large scale unbalance can also activate automatic protection functions of
electricity dispatch system causes power outage. These negative e�ects lower
the electric power quality and rises the cost of electrical energy and rises the
carbon footprint of our everyday life, and also undesirable for the customers
and adds maintenance cost to the service provider.

It can be observed in Fig. (3.3), that the actual system of interest is the
power grid with all the unknown stochastic and nonlinear phenomena, repre-
sented as a black box model, with limited observability through the measured
voltage (Vabc). Although the global network VU is observable. As already men-
tioned the input to the system are current signals (one current in the single
phase case and three in the three phase setup), which are naturally constrained
by the available energy of the household, stored in a battery pack or momentar-
ily generated by the wind or solar generator unit. The response of the system
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Figure 3.2: The theoretical structure of a three phase four wire low voltage network.
Several regular households are representing the main loads, and connected with power
line sections, subject to inductive and resistive disturbances and capacitive couplings.
Domestic powerplants may connect to any connection point within the low voltage
section, via an appropriate inverter - either to the three phase sections using a three
phase inverter or to a single phase using a single phase inverter.

can be either the current or the voltage measured at the connection point
of the inverter unit, however, the general legal regulations only allow voltage
measurement for consumers.

Figure 3.3: Simpli�ed compensator perspective and overview.

For the control aim it is a natural choice to minimize the VU of the low
voltage local transformer area measured at the connection point of the in-
verter. Several optimization based methods are available for such kind of
optimal control problems, e.g. [16] where the only bottleneck is the computa-
tional e�ciency since the implemented controller has to run on the commercial
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inverter's hardware (digital signal processor unit).

Unbalance indicator The voltage network is assumed to react to the con-
trolled current injection iabc with the three-phase voltage phasor Vabc. The
injected current waveform's effect is assumed to be immediately observable as
the change of the network's voltage, however, the uncertainty does not make
the approach so straightforward as with model based controllers.

Let us de�ne the following mapping from the output of the optimizer of
the problem statement (i.e. a given three-phase magnitude-phase x ∈ R6) to
the selected unbalance norm of three-phase voltage response of the network as
follows.

fnorm[x] (3.3)

where norm = V UF is the state of the art, and norm = G is the proposed geo-
metrical indicator of VU, where V UF is described by (2.9), and G is described
by (2.11). The scope of analysis is limited to only these two norms, but the
principle works with any valid voltage unbalance indicator of choice.

Optimization based input design As it was mentioned in Section (3.3.1),
there are several derivative-free optimization methods available in the litera-
ture for solving problems like (3.1). For such problems, pattern search methods
are one possible solution technique since they neither require nor explicitly es-
timate derivatives. In [P1], an Asynchronous Parallel Pattern Search (APPS)
method is used and is presented here. The methodology and formulation of
the APPS method is described in more detail in Appendix (5.6).

With this in mind the list of processes which could be parallelized, comes
from shape of the voltage phasor itself (observed in Fig. (2.3)). The ideal
phasor is deviating in terms of voltage amplitudes and angles. As such, if the
�rst phase Va is is locked by angle, it can be assumed, that the ideal phasor
can deviate by two phases and three amplitudes. As such the search algorithm
has �ve processes (or axes) to optimize along. Basically the general strategy
for the APPS method, from a single process perspective follows:
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Algorithm 1: Asynchronous Parallel Pattern Search

x0
i = 0, ∆0

j = 0, d
(q)
j = 1;

while fnorm[x
q
j +∆

(q)
j d

(q)
j ] ̸= 0 do

for j=1; j<=6; j++ do

d
(q)
j = 0.5(sign(N (q−3) −N (q−2) + sign(N (q−4) −N (q−3))));

∆
(q)
j = njN

(q−1)∆
(q−1)
j +∆

(q−2)
j +mjN

(q−1);

N (q) = fnorm[x
(q)
j +∆

(q)
j d

(q)
j ];

if fnorm[x
(q)
j +∆

(q)
j d

(q)
j ] < fnorm[x

(q)
j ] then

x
(q+1)
j = x

(q)
j +∆

(q)
j d

(q)
j ;

iabc = fcurrent[x];
else

end

end
q++;

end

where fcurrent is a mapping from the optimizer output (x) to the three-
phase current injected to the network (i.e. it represents the curent source in-
verter). Since the injected currents are synchronised via initial Fast Fourier
Transformation (FFT), this operation could be performed. Furthermore, ∆i

the process step length aka. the value of the current vector's amplitude or
angle needs to be changed for a successful step, and di is the corresponding
step's signed direction vector, which speci�es the applied changes direction.
Furthermore N represents the chosen norm's value as the network's response
to the current injection, and ni, and mi are scaler gains for the corresponding
process. The algorithm is initialised with x0

i = 0, ∆0
i = 0 for a smooth start,

due to lack of prior network knowledge.
The search pattern p is based on the sampling of the error function (se-

lected norm) on Vabc, and it corresponds to variables or subsets of variables in
each point in the independent variable or parameter space. At the same time,
the norm values at these points can be calculated independently if ∆q > 0,
using Algorithm (1). The parameter is xq ∈ Rn, and the initial search pattern
p ∈ D = d1, ...dn is taken from a prede�ned �nite set, and updated every iter-
ation. In this case, the error function values of N should be calculated for each
pattern p in the set D. As the competing directions are di�erent, if there is
not enough computing power available for direction vector p, synchronization
should not be maintained. In this case we are talking about the asynchronous
case. In the case of our controller, an individual p vector is de�ned for each
output variable, and the optimization was performed in each direction asyn-
chronously and shifted in time as it can be observed in Figure (3.5). Most
likely, the error function has a single local minimum as a symmetric amplitude
and phase values. Approaching the minimal value of norm, the controller uses
adaptive increments that are proportional to the norm itself. Because of the
complex interactions between the components of the controller, only one pa-
rameter is changed at a time, even if the values of the amplitude and phase
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Figure 3.4: The optimization algorithm implemented for current control. A one
dimensional linear optimization step is being solved in each dimension of the six
dimensional parameter space, iteratively.

components in speci�c time slot changes. The algorithm moves along the six
axes of six separate time slots close to the local minimum of the error function,
however as mentioned the �rst step of the six is always trivial, since it is locked
to the �rst phase.

The advantage of this controller structure that is not necessary to know
the controlled value's behavior, like we could not determine the number and
type of the other loads on the network [P1]. There are however three disadvan-
tages. First is the low speed of control, due to the several necessary iterations
(depending on the circumstances) to �nd the optimal directions in the param-
eter space, and the serial nature of interventions and norm calculations. The
second comes from the method itself since the controller may stuck in local
minima, and the third is that the sequential current injections may increase
THD of the network.

Current source inverter The role of this unit is to realize the three-phase
current iabc demand calculated by the optimization algorithm. It is an asym-
metric three-phase current scource inverter used in low voltage networks. The
operation, the structure and the parameters of this unit is not in the scope of
this thesis, however its structure is presented in [P1] and Appendix (5.5).
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Figure 3.5: Timing and progression of individual APPS axes. It can be observed,
that each optimization sequence has it's delayed time window in strict order of 0.1
second. In each step an upper and a lower directional test step is made with the
with of 0.02 second from which the algorithm can decide the size and direction of
the next step, based on Algorithm (1). As such 0.6 second is required for performing
one optimization cycle.

3.4.2 Numerical results

In order to be able to investigate the proposed optimization based un-
balance reduction with the three phase inverter on a low voltage local grid,
all the elements of this complex electrical system (including the photovoltaic
source, battery, and other power electronic components) has been modeled in
Matlab/Simulink environment according to [P1]. The primary aim of the sim-
ulation based experiments were to serve as a proof of concept for the proposed
complex control structure.

Performance analysis

The aim of performance analysis is twofold. First of all, the proposed
voltage unbalance indicator has to be investigated in the control structure as
the cost function of the optimization based controller, and on the other hand,
the control structure itself has to be exposed against engineering expectations
on a proof of concept level. The results of the �rst experiment can be seen in
Figure (3.6) where the geometrical norm (2.11) has been used as the voltage
unbalance indicator and the cost function for the optimizer on an experimental
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network with �xed unbalanced load. The dashed line represents the examined
low voltage local network's voltage unbalance norm (G) without the proposed
controller implemented in the inverter unit of the domestic powerplant while
the solid line represents the compensated network's value. Note, tat as men-
tioned in the previous chapter, the geometrical norm is a unit-less value, since
it represents the ideal and the real voltage phasor's symmetric difference.
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Figure 3.6: Unbalance reduction control's system performance with half charged
battery and photovoltaic power source available with an experimental network. The
underlying unbalance norm is the geometrical one (G). After starting the controller
at t = 1s the unbalance measure G of the network signi�cantly decrease.

Robustness analysis

The robustness of the proposed controller had to be tested via simulation
when di�erent types of loads (inductive, capacitive, resistive) had been varied
in step changes representing the on/o� switching the di�erent types of house-
hold appliances (motors, switching mode power supplies, electric heaters, etc.).
In the experiment depicted in Figure (3.7), a load change has been introduced
to the network in every 15 seconds causing the voltage unbalance to jump to a
di�erent value (measured in G). As it can be seen in the �gure the controller
successfully compensates the unbalance after each transient.

Measurements from a real unbalanced network

In order to expose the method to more realistic circumstances, the sim-
ulation model was set up in such a way, that measurement data from a real
network with voltage unbalance The measurements took place at the cam-
pus building's power electronics laboratory, where a common 400V connec-
tion point was investigated as the behaviour of the network. Afterwards, the
measurement data has been used as the input of a micro-grid segment of the
Matlab/Simulink model in order to test the controller and inverters structure's
performance in quasi-realistic circumstances. Figure (3.8) shows the simula-
tion results with respect to G and V UF . It can be seen, that the optimal
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Figure 3.7: Robustness analysis with respect to step type changes in the network
load (and voltage unbalance). The unbalance reduction controller successfully com-
pensates the changes in the network voltage unbalance norm (G) value.

compensation that uses G as cost function decreases V UF as well. The com-
pensators performance on the simulated microgrid's network loss reduction can
be observed on Figure (3.9a), and Figure (3.9b).
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(a) Unbalance reduction control system performance with half charged battery and photo-
voltaic power source available on a measurement driven network. The underlying unbalance
norm is the geometrical one (G) in this experiment. The controller starts at t = 1s.
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(b) V UF s evolution during control, while the cost function is still G on a measurement
driven network. Due to the control action V UF is smoothed.

Figure 3.8: Voltage unbalance compensation with a measurement driven network.

The measurement output is connected to a modeled three phase load and
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(a) The active power loss (Ploss) evolution during control on a measurement driven network.
The value is actively decreasing due to the result of unbalance compensation
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(b) The reactive power loss (Qloss) evolution during control on a measurement driven net-
work. The value, however low, can be uncontrollably a�ected by the unbalance compensa-
tion.

Figure 3.9: Voltage unbalance compensation with a measurement driven network.
The measurement was performed at the department's power electronics laboratory.

network system, consisting of symmetrical loads and network segments be-
tween them. Further arti�cial load unbalance is not necessary since the net-
work's unbalance is already present. This structure enables to show that any
point the inverter is connected, could restore power quality with a certain de-
gree such unbalance compensation at this case. The future plan is to set up
multiple devices on di�erent connection points.

Performance comparison of di�erent unbalance indicators

In this section the chosen unbalance indicators, V UF , and G shall be com-
pared in performance solving the same optimization problem. The only dif-
ference between the three compared simulations are the APPS algorithm cost
function candidate (V UF , or G), as they are compared to the uncontrolled
example. The environment consist of a notable voltage unbalance and an
emphasized undervoltage, so the di�erence of the two approaches would be
observable. The simulation's initial stance is visible in Figure (3.10) (same
argumentation as with Figure (2.3)), where the triangle in the middle stands
for the measured voltage phasor.

It can be observed, that in Figure (3.11) the value of V UF does not deviate
much in case of di�erent cost function options. However, observing the trend
of G with the same circumstances, the values are showing a di�erent trend
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Figure 3.10: The ideal and real voltage phasors at simulation time of 0.38 second.
It can be observed, that the voltage is uniformly deviating due to the network load.

with in case of the V UF based approach, the unbalance is slightly above the
uncontrolled threshold, and with G a clear reduction is shown. This is due to
the case of the initial large undervoltage, which gets compensated, but with
V UF it is not recognised.

In terms of network power losses with the previous example observable in
Figure (3.12). In case of the active power losses the simulation with G as
cost candidate produces clear reduction, but with the V UF a slight increase.
However with all approaches the reactive power slowly diverges form zero over
time, which is a clear improvement point for the future.

3.5 Summary

A direct optimization based compensation structure applicable for three-
phase network is proposed in this chapter. Due to the basic assumptions re-
garding the network, the optimal input current phasor can be found by any
derivative-free optimization method. The cost function for the proposed volt-
age unbalance optimizer can be any scalar valued VU norm, however, the
previously de�ned geometric norm is suggested here. The geometrical unbal-
ance norm proposed in the previous chapter is applied as a cost function in
the asymmetry reducing optimization based control utilizing an asynchronous
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Figure 3.11: Voltage unbalance compensation when employing V UF or G as cost
function.

parallel pattern search (APPS) algorithm also presented in the chapter. Sim-
ulations, performed in Matlab/Simulink environment show that the geomet-
rical based indicator can serve as a basis of further research. The suggested
controller structure enables the residential users owning a grid synchronized
domestic power (renewable) plant to reduce voltage unbalance measurable at
the connection point. The fundamental element of the system is a modi�ed
three phase inverter that is capable of the asymmetric current injection of any
current waveforms to the network, via decoupled bi-directional DC-DC con-
verters. The optimization-based control algorithm injects the available energy
(as current waveform) in such a way, that the voltage unbalance decreases.
This is an optimization problem which is constrained by the available renew-
able energy supplied by the power plant, or energy storage unit.
The proposed optimal input design based controller has been tested on a low
voltage network model in a dynamical simulation environment consisting of the
models of the electrical grid, a domestic power plant, an asymmetrical inverter
circuit, and di�erent types of loads. Di�erent simulation experiments has been
run for each norm and for both the power constrained and unconstrained (zero
operation case) case.
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Figure 3.12: The network's active (Ploss) and reactive losses Qloss in case of V UF
or G as cost function.

3.6 Notations used in the chapter

CBatt Capacitance of the power storage
Cinter Capacitance of the intermediate bu�er
Csnub Capacitance to reduce switching loss and to damp out over-voltage

D1+, D2+ CSI Higher diodes
D1+, D2+ CSI Lower diodes

fgrid Network function at the device's connection point
fnorm Function of voltage unbalance
finter Function intermediate voltage controller

fcurrent Function of current injection
f(x) Multivariate function to minimize
G Geometrical voltage unbalance indicator
h DC-DC transformer turn ratio

KD Intermediate voltage controller's derivative gain
KI Intermediate voltage controller's integrator gain
KP Intermediate voltage controller's proportional gain

L+, L− CSI current �lter inductors
La DC-DC transformer leakage inductance

LCSI Filter inductance of the current source inverter
LBatt Filter inductance of the power storage
LPV Filter inductance of the PV stage
m Tuning parameter
N represents the chosen norm's value as the network's
n Tuning parameter

Qhh Household load's active power
PD DC-DC power transfer under idealized conditions

Ploss Lost power per household due to network unbalance
P comp
loss Assumed network loss with unbalance compensation control

∆Ploss Saved power with unbalance compensation control
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p APPS process index
q Discrete time step

Va, Vb, Vc Phase-to-line voltages
Van, Vbn Designated point's potential to ground

V UF Voltage Unbalance Factor
xq Local multivariate state at the qth timestep
α Fortesque operator
∆ APPS step length control parameter

∆q Step size at q
ω Angular velocity of output sinusoidal voltage or current

△Ideal Triangle of Ideal voltage vectors
△Real Triangle of real voltage vectors
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Chapter 4

Explicit model predictive control

of a current source buck-type

recti�er

4.1 Motivation and aim of research

The motivation of the research was, that generic three phase recti�ers, em-
ploy an equation system that is by default hard to design control to, due to
the underlying bilineratiy. Hence a recently popular MPC structure is hard
to design for such devices and many authors proposed clever but complicated
solutions, like in [61]. The question was tackled by the author of [62] where
the results were shown for VSI solution and simple control structure. How-
ever, there is no attempt to employ the same principle for devices which are
current source (hence there is a general lack of literature on current source
devices), as such the question was, if the design simpli�cation simplicities and
e�cient but complex EMPC design could be merged together in the domain
of a current source control, namely by a three phase CSR as it is one of the
most basic three phase current source devices, to prove the concept. The hope
is that the results listed here could be used in more sophisticated topologies as
well. As mentioned in section 4.2 current source recti�ers (CSR) play a major
role in industrial instrumentation. They are invaluable, in the �elds of direct
power control, torque control, or where power injection is required, especially
in induction heating and DC traction, so the applicability of the design has
promises.

4.2 Literature overview

Current source recti�ers (CSR) are widely used in front-end power elec-
tronic converter for the uncontrollable or controllable DC-bus in industrial and
commercial applications. They have maintained their position through many
applications, with uses such as medium-voltage high-power drives [63], [64]
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STATCOMs [65] and renewable systems [66], [67]. They have a plain and reli-
able circuit structure, which makes them attractive for simple control design.
The CSRs are traditionally controlled by state feedback, or classic cascaded
linear control loops such as PI controllers. These simple control applications
are suitable for induction motor control [68], and other electromechanical actu-
ators [69], and unusual topologies [P3]. Also, worth mentioning of self-tuning
variants of PI controllers [70].
In the past, the modulation methods used were trapezoidal pulse width mod-
ulation techniques (TPWM), or application of pulse patterns calculated o�-
line for selective harmonic elimination (SHE). More recently, current space
vector modulation (SVM) has been used for the synthesis of the transistor
control signals [71]. Even so, AC-side harmonic elimination could still be an
issue at lower switching frequencies where LCL �ltering (inductive-capacitive-
inductive) would be advised [72].
In terms of the amplitude of the grid and DC-link voltages, CSRs exhibit a
step-down conversion. When used as DC voltage source, the recti�er can out-
put a lower DC voltage without the need of a grid-side transformer, as is usually
employed in voltage source recti�ers (VSR). Because of their current source
behavior, CSRs can easily be paralleled and provide inherent short-circuit pro-
tection, representing an excellent potential in DC power supply applications
[73], [74].
There are several control strategies in addition to classical PI control for ap-
plications in this domain. Self-adapting control methods are on the rise with
more sophisticated algorithms, although with varying degree. Filtering the AC
side of three-phase current source PWM recti�er is realised with LC �ltering,
bringing leading power factor and oscillatory current to the set of solvable prob-
lems. This means, beside the neccesary power factor correction, by ofsetting
the equation set's quadratic component based on further active components
and loads, the LC �lter acts as a general low pass �lter for the high frequency
transitions but brings oscillations into the system's dynamics, which need to
be compensated. Over sizing this LC �lter or the choke inductance (which
smoothes the DC current) makes the design not only more expensive to build,
but load dynamics could be dampened, making it insuf�cient for drive control.
On top of that, the bilinear nature of PWM recti�er's equation set, makes
it dif�cult for designing control. This means, the suf�cient effect could not be
obtained with the traditional PID control system under larger disturbance and
changes of controlled object, in other words, the general approach suffers from
dynamic problems.
The resonance can come either form the PWM process or from the grid volt-
age distortions, hence results in line current distortion. In [75] state feedback
controllers were analysed using different variables in the �ltering process. It
is shown by [76] that the inductor-voltage feedback or the capacitor-voltage
feedback can damp the current oscillations by increasing the damping ratio.
The results show that voltage feedback can effectively damp the current oscil-
lations but are unable to suppress the low-order harmonics from low frequency
switching. On the other hand, the current feedback can contribute to the sup-
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pression of the low-order harmonics but the damping ratio cannot be increased.
However, the combined variable feedback controls, can achieve both results.
The author of [77] is proposing the combination traditional PID control with
fuzzy control, for a current source recti�er setup based on fuzzy two closed loop
control system. The analysis of the differential equations proved, a decoupling
is possible for two independent closed loop self-adaptive fuzzy control strat-
egy with disturbance and oscillation compensation. Despite the hardships of
tuning a fuzzy controller, good robustness is realized, with of fuzzy controller
making the system's interferences to damp and eliminating the time variance.
With model augmentation it is possible to handle increasingly more compli-
cated models and systems with high dynamics and accuracy [78], [79], and
even without establishing and validating classical state-space models [80]. The
other �led is the sliding mode control, which can achieve good dynamic per-
formance and handle non-linearity. Still, they might also introduce chattering,
which can be very undesirable when applied to real-life systems like in [81] and
[82]. Additionally in [83] the validity of an MPC-based, digital pulse width
modulation control strategy for single-phase voltage source recti�ers is dis-
cussed, further con�rming the validity of this method in control systems.
A a basic premise a simple predictive control scheme for CSRs is presented
in [84], where the control scheme considers the discrete change of switching
states at equidistant points with a constant sampling period. The measured
output current follows the reference current very closely even under transient
conditions,which corroborates the good dynamics provided with the proposal.
This makes the model based predictive controller so popular, since control de-
sign is much more straightforward and systematic, if the boundary conditions,
like linear system design, or perfectly known system model and load can be
achieved. However, this is also a requirement of other control schemes based
on PID controllers and modulators. As a further step adaptive application was
established to tackle parameter estimation problems for better performance in
uncertain modeling situations [85].
In the linear domain implicit model predictive control (IMPC or MPC) is the
next evolutionary step due its e�ectiveness because of its con�gurable cost
function and such scalable nature [86], [83]. In this state, variable step size
for computation bene�ts or re�ned local control dynamics is also an option.
In this �eld also �nite-state solutions are present which can be considered also
predictive control, where the modulation scheme's de�ned states serve as op-
timization potential [87], [88].
Recently, beside implicit, �nite-state, and adaptive predictive control, explicit
model predictive control has emerged in the �eld of power electronics [61]. Es-
tablishing the MPC cost function can range widely depending on the expected
dynamics, degree of noise cancellation, and model complexity. Additionally,
embedded state- or input constraints can also be implemented introducing con-
straints in the control algorithm. This is very bene�cial in safety, or automotive
applications. However the main advantage, is the the significant reduction of
calculation demand, enabling for much higher switching frequencies in applica-
tions. This enables the designer to choose lower LC values making the damping
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design also easier.

4.3 Three-phase buck-type recti�ers

Three-phase controlled recti�ers have a wide range of applications, from
small recti�ers to large high-voltage direct-current transmission systems. They
are used e.g. at electrochemical processes, many kinds of motor drives, trac-
tion equipment, controlled power supplies, induction furnaces. In this thesis
only force commuted recti�ers are examined, which are built with semicon-
ductors (IGBTs in this case) with gate-turn-o� capability. The gate-turn-o�
capability allows full control of the converter, because valves can be switched
ON and OFF whenever is required. This allows the commutation of the valves,
hundreds of times in one period that is not possible with line-commutated rec-
ti�ers, where IGBTs are switched ON and OFF only once a cycle. This has
the following advantages:

� The current or voltage can be (pulse width) modulated, generating less
harmonic contamination.

� The power factor (ratio of the real and reactive power) can be controlled
and even it can be made leading, signi�es that the load is capacitive, as
the load �supplies� reactive power.

� They can be built as voltage-source or current-source based on the re-
quired application.

� The reversal of power in switching recti�ers is by reversal of voltage at
the DC link. This allows force commutated recti�ers can be implemented
for both, reversal of voltage or reversal of current.

There are two ways to implement force commutated three phase recti�ers,
as a current-source recti�er (Fig.(4.1a)), where power reversal is by DC voltage
reversal, and as a voltage-source recti�er (Fig.(4.1b)), where power reversal is
is solved by current reversal at the DC link.

As general case be a front-end converter power supply (e.g. lighting or
telecommunications) shall be designed such that it should have approximately
these general characteristics: sinusoidal main currents, unity power factor, high
power density and simplicity of the power circuit structure. Two structures
are most �tted for the task. First a boost-type input recti�er (e.g., Vienna
recti�er, [89]), that typically features two 400 V output voltages with a three-
level isolated DC-DC converter or two isolated DC-DC output stage (see Fig.
(4.3) in Ch.5.). The second candidate is the buck-type input recti�er (or cur-
rent source recti�er (CSR)) (conventionally six-switch topologies as proposed
in [90], [91]) with only one two-level isolated DC-DC converter output stage.
Also the input stage can be realized as a three-switch topology with consid-
erably lower system complexity as compared to the boost-type structure. In
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(a) Current source recti�er with capacitive �ltering and choke inductance.

(b) Voltage source recti�er with inductive �ltering and DC voltage smoothing
capacitance.

Figure 4.1: Basic topologies of force commuted recti�ers.

particular, the number of utilized active and passive components is much lower.
Furthermore, there is no middle-point that has to be stabilized, as this is the
case for the boost-type structures, making control and active �lter design less
complex. Further system advantages are the potential of direct start-up and
the implicit over current protection in case of an output short circuit. There-
fore, these topologies of high interest for many safety critical applications as
such future electric aircraft, or automotive applications or as power supplies
for process technology [92]. The three-switch buck recti�er topology was �rst
proposed in [93]. In [94] and [95], aspects of the system modulation and con-
trol have been treated. The application of the topology used as an active �lter
is discussed in [96]. The addition of a DC-DC output boost-stage has been
proposed in [97] in order to maintain 400 V output voltage for a wide input
voltage range and for the case of unbalanced mains as, e.g., the loss of one
phase.

Basic operation principles

For the derivation of the relative on-times of the three buck transistors Si
with the following assumptions are made for clarity and facilitation of calcu-
lations:
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� The AC-side �lter capacitor voltages (vcp , where p ∈ {1, 2, 3}) at the
input of the CSR are sinusoidal and in phase with the main harmonic
component of voltage.

vc1 = v̂c cos(ωt)
vc2 = v̂c cos(ωt− 2π/3)
vc3 = v̂c cos(ωt+ 2π/3),

(4.1)

where ω is the network voltage's angular velocity.

� The mains currents are assumed to be equal to the fundamental compo-
nent of the recti�er input currents.

� The current in the DC output inductor LD is not a�ected by the high
frequency ripple due to the switching operation.

For achieving ohmic mains behavior also in case of unbalanced fundamental
harmonics conditions the explained modulation method can still be utilized,
however, additionally the control structure presented in [98] has to be em-
ployed.
The waveforms of the phase and line-to-line mains voltages are divided into
twelve sectors of π

6
rad wide shown in Fig.(4.2). The following calculations are

based on the analysis of the �rst sector which is characterized by the voltage
harmonic phase relation. For the remaining sectors the calculations can be
accomplished in an similar manner [92].

Figure 4.2: Phase voltages vi, where line-to-line voltages vN,ij = vN,i − vN,j ,
(i, j) ∈ {R,S, T} and sectors 1 to 12 being de�ned by the di�erent relations of
the instantaneous values of the mains phase voltages for v = 400V

Accordingly, on AC side, if conditions are favorable, inductor current can
appear in an instant of time either in two out of three phases or in none. In
this modulation technique, the switches in each converter leg can conduct only
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one at the time (aside from zero states, where both upper and lower switches
are conducting). When the upper leg is conducting it is indicated by `1',
when the lower `−1' and when neither `0'. As such the choice whether upper
or lower switch of the leg conducts current depends of the reference current
vector's sector location. According to the actual switch combination the DC
link current shaped by the choke inductance, and distributed to two of the
input phases or the freewheeling diode. With this, the input current space
vectors can be calculated for each of the before-mentioned switching states.
Generally the space vector of three-phase quantities (e.g., for the recti�er input
current) are described as:

i⃗ = 2
3

(⃗
ia + i⃗be

jπ
3 + i⃗bc

4jπ
3

)
. (4.2)

Based on (4.2) the corresponding active space vectors in the �rst sector can
be obtained as:

i⃗(1,0,−1) = i⃗1 = 2idce
jπ/6/

√
3

i⃗(0,1,−1) = i⃗2 = 2idce
jπ/2/

√
3

i⃗(−1,1,0) = i⃗3 = 2idce
j5π/6/

√
3

(4.3)

The resulting discrete space vectors can be used to synthesize desired cur-
rent space vector i⃗ref .

The modulation methods were evaluated in and chosen for this paper based
on [99], which ensures minimum switching-losses, minimum ripple values of the
input capacitor voltages and of the output inductor current. According to this
modulation, each pulse interval comprises two active states and a freewheeling
state, arranged symmetrically about the middle of the pulse interval (see Table
(4.3)). For more in depth functional description see section (4.4.4).

4.3.1 Coordinate transformations

In section (4.4.2) the three phase current source recti�er's (CSR) equations
are converted to di�erent coordinate spaces.

Clarke transformation

In electrical engineering, Clarke transformation is a mathematical transfor-
mation employed to simplify the analysis of three-phase circuits. Conceptually
it is similar to the Park transformation. One very useful application is the
generation of the reference signal used for space vector modulation control of
three-phase inverters. The transformation follows:

iαβγ(t) = TClarkeiabc(t)

1 −1
2

−1
2

0
√
3
2

−
√
3
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

ia(t)ib(t)
ic(t)

 , (4.4)

where iabc is the generic three phase current sequence, and iαβγ is given by
the transformation.
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Park transformation

The Park transformation is a tensor that rotates the reference frame of a
three-element vector or a three-by-three element matrix in an e�ort to sim-
plify analysis. The transform can be used to rotate the reference frames of AC
waveforms such that they become DC signals. Simpli�ed calculations can then
be carried out on these dc quantities before performing the inverse transform
to recover the actual three-phase ac results. As an example, the Park trans-
form is often used in order to simplify the analysis of three-phase synchronous
machines or to simplify calculations for the control of three-phase inverters.
In analysis of three-phase synchronous machines the transformation transfers
three-phase stator and rotor quantities into a single rotating reference frame to
eliminate the e�ect of time-varying inductances. The transformation follows:

idq0(t) = TParkiabc(t)
√

2
3

 cos(θ) cos(θ − 2π
3
) cos(θ + 2π

3
)

− sin(θ) − sin(θ − 2π
3
) − sin(θ + 2π

3
)√

2
2

√
2
2

√
2
2

ia(t)ib(t)
ic(t)

 ,
(4.5)

where θ is instantaneous angular position of an arbitrary frequency.

4.4 Constrained, explicit predictive control for

current source buck-type recti�ers

4.4.1 Overview

In this section, I propose an explicit model based predictive control scheme
realised on a classic CSR (or buck-type recti�er) control structure. The device
as the name suggests utilizes three phase alternating current waveform, ob-
tained from domestic three phase source, to create a steady direct current on
the output poles. This structure was described in section 4.3, where the topol-
ogy and waveform formulation is written in detail. Also worth mention that
the modelled devices's equations (described in section 4.4.2) are not entirely
in the linear domain.
The employed control structure (section 4.4.3) is unique in a sense, since classic
model based predictive control was not part of the power electronic domain
recently. The high frequency switching periods and dynamical demand ren-
ders classic MPCs ineffective due to they massive calculation demand. How-
ever, if the control space is mapped and an effective search pattern is utilized,
the feasibility could be guarantied. Also since the control structure relies on
physical parameters the structure of choice supports embedded constraint han-
dling(described in section 5.7.1) which is essential in electric power conversion
realisations.
The aim of the proposed control structure is two fold. On one hand the goal
is to reach the steady state current reference, with minimal overshoot, at the
output poles as fast as possible with a resistive load assumed. On the other, the
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reactive power and process noise on the network's side shall be also minimized.

4.4.2 Modeling

Understandably, model based controllers require the system's model the
ought to control, or supervise. In this case the most common structure of a
CSR is chosen, with inductive and capacitive �ltering on both ends. The dif-
ferential equations are constructed based on Kircho�'s law and then presented
as a state space model for further examination.

Mathematical modeling of the CSR

The structure of the classical three phase buck-type current source recti�er
(CSR) is presented in (4.3). The purpose of such a device is provide a contin-
uous direct current at the output (idc) but instead of the widely used boost
type counterparts, the voltage can be consideraby lower, making ideal for high
current operations like induction heating. The device's detailed contexture can
be observed in section 4.3. Basically, a �nite con�guration of switching states
with high enough frequency consists a continuous current �ow of direct- at the
output poles and alternating current at the input poles. This is reached via
�ltering the high dynamic ripples with low pass �ltering realised with LC com-
ponents. In continuous current mode, the di�erential equations corresponding
to the CRS's inductor currents and capacitor voltages (obtained straightfor-
wardly via Kircho�'s law.) are the following:

Figure 4.3: Circuit diagram of the three-phase buck-type recti�er with insulated
gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs).

Lac ˙iacp = up − ucp −Riacp
Cac ˙ucp = iacp − δpidc
Ldc ˙idc = (

∑3
p=1 δpucp)− u0

Cdcu̇0 = idc − u0
Rload

(4.6)
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where p ∈ {1, 2, 3} is the index of three phases and δp describes the con-
duction state of the recti�er leg p (4.7).

δp =


1 if the upper transitor is ON
-1 if the lower transistor is ON

0 if both are ON or OFF

 (4.7)

Converting the components in the stationary (Clarke) frame (displayed in
section 4.3.1) of the space phasors of the three-phase quantities, from (4.6) it
results:

Lac ˙iacα = uα − ucα −Riacα
Lac ˙iacβ = uβ − ucβ −Riacβ
Cac ˙ucα = iacα − δαidc
Cac ˙ucβ = iacβ − δβidc
Ldc ˙idc = 1.5(δαucα + δβucβ)− u0
Cdcu̇0 = idc − u0

Rload

(4.8)

Equation (4.8) is transformed to the synchronous reference (Park) frame
(displayed in section 4.3.1) rotating with the ucd capacitor voltage space vector.
The resulting mathematical model is thus:

Lac ˙iacd = ud − ucd −Riacd + ωsLaciacq
Lac ˙iacq = ud − ucq −Riacq − ωsLaciacd
Cac ˙ucd = iacd − δdidc + ωsCacucq
Cac ˙ucq = iacq − δqidc − ωsCacucd
Ldc ˙idc = 1.5(δducd + δqucq)− u0
Cdcu̇0 = idc − u0

Rload

(4.9)

where ωs represents the network voltage vector's angular velocity.

Model simpli�cation

Notice, that the sixth-order ODE model (4.9) is bilinear in its states and
inputs because of the product terms (e.g.: δdidc). As such, using design meth-
ods for linear systems is not straightforward. The high complexity given by the
system's order is another problem to tackle. For designing classic MPC, linear,
low-order equation systems are favorable. Hence simpli�cation of the model
would bring noteworthy bene�ts, making the MPC design more straightfor-
ward, when a linear system resulted. Since the three phase alternating current
(AC) and the direct current (DC) side's time constants di�er signi�cantly (as in
the AC: ωac = 1√

LacCac

∼= 5.7·103 rad/s, and on the DC: ωdc = 1√
LdcCdc

∼= 2.8·102
rad/s, see Table (4.1). for reference). Thus, the di�erential equations can be
separated into two sets, and the control of the AC and DC sides can be de-
coupled as described in [83]. The AC side model results as follows:
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˙iacd
˙iacq
˙ucd
˙ucq

 =


− R
Lac

ω − 1
Lac

0

−ω − R
Lac

0 − 1
Lac

1
Cac

0 0 ω

0 1
Cac

−ω 0



iacd
iacq
ucd
ucq

+


ud
Lac
uq
Lac

− δdidc
Cac

− δqidc
Cac

 (4.10)

Looking at the state matrix it can be further stated that there are only
weak couplings between the d and q synchronous reference frame components.
This allows to handle them separately, and later to design separate control for
each. The equation system describing the DC side dynamics is the following:

[
˙idc
u̇0

]
=

[
0 − 1

Ldc
1
Cdc

− 1
RloadCdc

] [
idc
u0

]
+

[
1.5
Ldc

(δducd + δqucq)

0

]
(4.11)

It can be noticed that, with the AC and DC model separation, bilinearity
disappears, since the binding coe�cients are present only in the input (u) of the
DC state space model (4.11). Consequently, all equations are linear and with
a considerably lower order, making control design much easier and allowing
for the application of linear design methods. For the DC side dynamics, the
linear time invariant di�erential equation system's matrices can be identi�ed
for predictive control design purposes:

x =

[
idc
u0

]
,

u = (δducd + δqucd),
y = u0,

A =

[
0 − 1

Ldc
1
Cdc

− 1
RloadCdc

]
,

B =

[
idc
u0

]
,

C =
[
0 1

]
.

(4.12)

where x, u and y are the state, input and output vectors of the DC-side
system, and A, B and C are the state, input and output matrices. The circuit
parameters used for the implementation of the control structure based on this
model are presented in Table (4.1).

Control structure

The described structure of the CSR naturally can only be interpreted in
a power electric context. As such the control requirements of the system is
shifted respectfully in such a direction that those requirements are met within
physical constrains also, within the dissertation's scope. As mentioned in the
previous chapter, the modeling of the CSR enables to handle the control goal
from two somewhat disjunct perspective. With this in mind, the control re-
quirements can be placed on three categories. With (4.12) in mind these are
the following:
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Table 4.1: The applied parameters in model and controller design

Parameter Value
R 0.3 Ω
Rload 10 Ω
Lac 1 mH
Ldc 30 mH
Cac 30 µF
Cdc 400 µF
f 50 Hz
fpwm 20 kHz
Un 400 V

� AC side:Minimize current ripple and reactive power from the network's
measurement point (at the voltage sources on the topology). In this sce-
nario the domestic network is assumed ideal, aka. the voltage source is
an ideal three phase sinusoidal waveform with 50Hz network frequency.
The disturbance is coming exclusively form the LC �lter's oscillation,
and from the PWM switching behaviour.

� DC side: Reach the reference of u∗0 the fastest possible with minimal
overshoot, and steady state error on the resistive load's poles. The fewer
number of critical regions, and less horizon length of the EMPC shall be
chosen, since these are correlating between the calculation requirements
of possible experimental setup.

� Modulation: The modulation shall transform the reference current into
the optimal switching state, which was permitted by the modulation
table. Also, the desired switching sequence shall be conducted with min-
imum amount of switching used.

Using the separation of the AC side and DC side controllers, the control struc-
ture depicted in Fig. (4.4). is proposed.

The controllers operate in the synchronous frame of the AC �lter capaci-
tor voltages uc(1,2,3) , and the recti�er input currents ir(1,2,3) are in phase with
the capacitor voltages. The current reference i∗αβ supplied to the space vector
modulation unit in the stationary frame, is obtained by coordinate transfor-
mation [D(−Θ)] (or Park to Clarke transformation) of the current reference
(4.13) delivered by the current controllers in the synchronous frame.{

i∗rd = ircontrold + irHFd

i∗rq = 0

}
(4.13)

In (4.13), ircontrold represents the output of the DC voltage controller, while
irHFd

represents the damping current, proportional with the high frequency
component of the �lter capacitor voltage (the fundamental component of the
capacitor voltage in the stationary frame becomes a DC component in the
synchronous frame). The DC and AC side control units are explained in more
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Figure 4.4: Block diagram of the control structure.

detail in the following sections, and the performance of the control structure
is evaluated.

4.4.3 Control

In this section the model based control algorithm is explained, used on the
DC side, followed by a simpler AC side active damping.

DC-side explicit model predictive control

Model predictive control (MPC) is an e�cient and systematic method for
solving complex multi-variable constrained optimal control problems [63]. The
basic notions of MPC is explained in section 5.7.1, where the MPC control law
is explained, namely, is based on the �receding horizon formulation�, where
the model's assumed behavior is calculated for a number of N steps, where N
stands for the horizon's length. Only the �rst step of the computed optimal
input is applied in each iteration. The remaining steps of the optimal control
input are discarded and a new optimal control problem (explained in section
5.7.1) is solved at the next sample time. Using this approach, the receding
horizon policy provides the controller with the desired feedback characteris-
tics, although with high order systems the computational e�ort is considerably
demanding since all the steps should be taken in to account on the speci�ed
horizon in every iteration.
With Explicit MPC (EMPC), the discrete time constrained optimal control
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problem is reformulated as multi-parametric linear or quadratic programming.
As explained in section 5.7.1, the optimization problem can be solved o�-line,
making it much more feasible from the perspective of the optimal control task.
The optimal control law is a piecewise a�ne function of the states, and the
resulting solution is stored in a pre-calculated lookup table. The parameter
space, or the state-space is partitioned into critical regions. The real-time
implementation consists in searching for the active critical region, where the
measured state variables lie, and in applying the corresponding piecewise a�ne
control law to achieve the desired dynamics. In order to introduce the MPC
implementation, let us consider a linear discrete time system (4.14) derived
with the discretisation of system (4.11) with zero-order hold method, where
control inputs are assumed piecewise constant over the simulation sample time
Ts =

1
fs

:

x(t+ 1) = Adx(t) +Bdu(t)
y(t) = Cdx(t)

(4.14)

where Ad, Bd, Cd are the matrices of the discretised system derived from
(4.12). With system (4.14) is linear and time invariant, MPC design can be
followed. The following constraints have to be satis�ed:

ymin ≤ y(t) ≤ ymax,
umin ≤ u(t) ≤ umax

(4.15)

where t > 0, x ∈ Rn, u ∈ Rm, y ∈ Rp. The MPC solves the following
constrained optimization problem [87]:

min
U={ut...ut+Nu−1}

J(u,x(t)) =
∑Ny−1

k=0 (xTt+Ny |tQxt+Ny |t + uTt+kRut+k)

(4.16)
subject to:

xmin ≤ xt+k|t ≤ xmax, k = 1, . . . , Nc − 1
umin ≤ ut+k|t ≤ umax, k = 1, . . . , Nc − 1
xt|t = x(t), ut|t = u(t)
xt+k+1|t = Adxt+k|t +Bdut+k|t
yt+k|t = Cdxt+k|t
ut+k|t = −Kxt+k|t, k ≥ Nu

(4.17)

There the formulation of such problem is described in detail in chapter (5.7.1).
This problem is solved at each time instant t, where xt+k|t denotes the state vec-
tor predicted at time t+k, obtained by applying the input sequence ut|t...ut|t+1

to model (4.20), starting from the state xt|t. Further, it is assumed that Q and
R, are symmetric positive semide�nite (Qw = QT

w ≥ 0, Rw = RT
w > 0) and K

is a feedback gain. Further, Ny, Nu, Nc are the output, input and constraint
horizons, respectively. Using the model for predicting the future behavior of
the system and with some appropriate substitution and variable manipulation
which basic notions showed in section 5.7.1, the problem (4.16),(4.17) can be
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transformed to the standard multi parametric quadratic programming form,
as described in [87]:

J∗(x(t)) = minz J(x, z) =
1
2
z′Hz (4.18)

where subject to:

Gz ≤ w+ Sx(t) (4.19)

where the matrices H, G, w, S result directly from the coordinate trans-
formations described in (5.7.1). The solution of the quadratic optimization
problem for each critical region has the form:

u∗ = Fix+ gi (4.20)

and the critical region is described by:

Cregi = {x ∈ Rn|Hix ≤ Ki} (4.21)

Thus, the explicit MPC controller is completely characterized by the set of
parameters:

{Fi,gi,Hi,Ki|i = 1 . . . N} (4.22)

In case of the discrete time system resulting from (4.12), for sampling time
equal with the switching period Ts = 5 · 10−5 s, the problem de�ned to be
solved by MPC is the minimization of the quadratic cost function (4.14) for:

Rw =
[
1
]
,Qw =

[
5 · 10−5 0

0 5 · 10−5

]
, Ny = Nu = Nc = 4. (4.23)

Since Ny, Nu, Nc take the same value, they will be substituted by N . The
constraints de�ned based on the rated power of the CSR Pn = 2500 W, are:

0 ≤ idc ≤ 50A
0 ≤ u0 ≤ 500V.

(4.24)

The state space partition resulting from this problem has 10 critical re-
gions, which can be observed in Fig. (4.5).

From the basis of the discretised model (4.14), the given constraints (4.24),
and horizon (4.24) the cost function (4.16) is established via the MPT toolbox
[100] and uaastrom2013computeraastrom2013computerzhang2015simpli�edsed
in the generated controller for the EMPC design [29], [31]. The controller is
created as a compliable S-function in the Matlab/Simulink environment and
its place in the control structure can be observed in Fig. (4.6). as the EMPC
controller. The output of the MPC controller is the control variable obtained
via solving (4.17) and uMPC = (δducd+δqucq), from which the current reference
can be calculated using (4.24). The quadrature component ucq is zero in the
synchronous frame of the �lter capacitor voltage.
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Figure 4.5: State space partitioning over the determined constraints.

irMPCd
= uMPC

ucd
· idc (4.25)

Figure 4.6: The control structure of the CSR, with MPC controller on the DC side.
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Active AC-side damping

The CSR requires a voltage supply on the AC side. Taking the inductive
character of the mains into consideration, the presence of a three-phase ca-
pacitor bank at the input of the CSR is a must. The most convenient is to
use three-phase LC �ltering with inductors on the lines and star connected
capacitors resembling those in Fig. (4.3), although the resonance phenomena
between these components can still cause di�cult problems.
Let us consider the AC side differential equation of the CSR from (4.10):


˙iacd
˙iacq
˙ucd
˙ucq

 =


− R
Lac

ω − 1
Lac

0

−ω − R
Lac

0 − 1
Lac

1
Cac

0 0 ω

0 1
Cac

−ω 0



iacd
iacq
ucd
ucq

+


ud
Lac
uq
Lac

− δdidc
Cac

− δqidc
Cac

 .
The above equation set is representing the AC dynamics well, however,

since the physical system is compliant to some boundaries, further simpli�ca-
tion can be obtained as displayed by [62]. The capacitor's voltage's d-axis can
be aligned with the q-axis, as:

ucq = 0 (4.26)

Since the time constant difference between AC and DC side, described in
4.4.2, and the large difference between Lac and Ldc, displayed in Table (4.1).
Also idc can be approximated as an Idc constant (modulated by δd), and ne-
glecting small couplings such ωLac, and ωCac, the AC side model looks like
this:

Lac ˙iacd = ud − ucd
Lac ˙iacq = uq
Cac ˙ucd = id − δdIdc

0 = iq − δqIdc,

(4.27)

Such as in (4.27) the equation along the q-axis is �rst order and has good
stability, in addition, the d-axis can be extended in frequency domain as:

ucd = ud
s2LacCac+1

− sLacIdcδd
s2LacCac+1

, (4.28)

where ud carries potential disturbance due resonance of the LC �lter. Hence,
equation (4.30) is a second order linear system without any damping, therefore
active damping (or resonance suppressing control) can be implemented.
The simplest way to dampen the resonance would be to add further damping
resistor across the capacitor [81], to dampen the oscillation. Because these re-
sistors result in high losses, active damping method can be utilised as displayed
in [101], which emulate damping resistors by control. The circuit and control
schematics of the AC damping can be observed on Fig. (4.7). This makes the
CSR bridge produce an additional high frequency current irHF , equivalent to
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(a) Circuit schematics of AC damping.

(b) Control schematics of AC damping.

Figure 4.7: Circuit, and control schematics of AC damping via virtual damping
resistance RH , and high pass �lter HF (s).

the presence of virtual damping resistor RH connected in parallel with the AC
capacitors.

The resonance of the AC side LC �lter produces harmonics in the capac-
itor voltage with frequency close to ωac = 1√

LacCac
, which appears as ωac − ω

component in ucd , where ω = 2πf . The fundamental component of the capac-
itor voltage represents a DC component in the synchronous reference frame.
Therefore, a high-pass �lter (HF) is applied to �lter out this DC component,
with the transfer function:

HF (s) = s
s+0.1·(ωac−ω) . (4.29)

Adding the HF's transfer function and the virtual resistance, the damped
dynamics follows:

ucd = ud
s2LacCac+1

− sLacIdcδd
s2LacCac+1

− HF (s)
sCacRH

, (4.30)

A virtual damping resistance RH has been de�ned for calculation of the
damping current component irHF from the HF component of the capacitor
voltage, which can be observed in Fig. (4.4), as well as in Fig. (4.6).

4.4.4 Modulation

Modulation is required to govern the CSR device's switching states to re-
alize the control displayed at (4.4). In other words the reference current in
Clarke frame irαβ

needs to be translated into interpretable switching states for
the device. In this work this is realised via space vector modulation (SVM),
meaning that the current reference is converted to the superposition of the
�nite set of switching states the converter could realize without malfunction
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(some states are prohibited e.g. breaking the choke inductor's current �ow.)
Of course there are other modulation schools for example SHE (mentioned in
section 4.2) but they can not translate the control action so easily as SVM. As
such they are not in the scope of the thesis.
The chosen modulation strategy is developed in the ”αβ” stationary reference
frame, where irαβ

= i⃗ref . Based on the notions already mentioned in section
4.3. The structure requires simultaneous conduction of the upper and lower
transistors of the bridge, since the current of the Ldc choke must not be inter-
rupted. Additionally, the switching devices are considered as ideal.

Figure 4.8: The fundamental input current vectors corresponding to the active
switching states of the CSR.

According to this, one of the upper and one of the lower switches must be
closed at all times. This allows nine states, six of which are active. There are
three "zero" vectors, corresponding to the switching states, when both devices
of one of the bridge legs are in conduction. These current vectors are shown
in Table (4.2).

The neighboring space phasors can be formulated as:

i⃗n = 2√
3
idce

j(nπ
3
−π

6
)

i⃗n+1 = 2√
3
idce

j(nπ
3
+π

6
)

n = 1, 2, . . . , 6,

(4.31)

which can be observed in Figure (4.9).
The reference current vector is sampled with �xed sampling period Ts. The

sampled value of
−→
iref is synthesized as the time average of two neighbouring

space phasors adjacent to the reference current:

Tn⃗in + Tn+1⃗in+1 = Ts⃗iref (4.32)
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Table 4.2: The fundamental input current vectors corresponding to the active
switching states of the CSR.

Switching State Phase currents
Name

1 2 3 4 5 6 ia ib ic
Vector representation

i⃗1 1 0 0 0 0 1 idc 0 -idc 2idce
jπ/6/

√
3

i⃗2 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 idc -idc 2idce
jπ/2/

√
3

i⃗3 0 1 1 0 0 0 -idc idc 0 2idce
j5π/6/

√
3

i⃗4 0 1 0 0 1 0 -idc 0 idc 2idce
j7π/6/

√
3

i⃗5 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 -idc idc 2idce
j3π/2/

√
3

i⃗6 1 0 0 1 0 0 idc -idc 0 2idce
j11π/6/

√
3

i⃗7 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
i⃗8 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
i⃗9 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

Figure 4.9: Synthesis of
−→
iref by

−→
i1 ,

−→
i2 , and

−→
i0

Tn and Tn+1 represent the individual durations of the switching states corre-
sponding to the neighboring vectors. For example, in case of a current reference
vector situated in the �rst sector, T1, T2 and T0 can be calculated using (4.33).

T1 = Ts
irefα
idc

T2 = Ts
√
3

2idc
(irefβ −

irefα√
3
)

t0 = Ts − Tn − Tn−1 = T7,8,9

(4.33)

The complex plane is naturally divided by the fundamental space vectors
into six areas, named "sectors".

xπ
6
+ (n−1)π

3
≤ θn ≤ π

6
+ nπ

3

n = 1, 2, . . . , 6
(4.34)

The non-zero space vectors are selected based on the phase angle θ between
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−→
iref and the real axis. Table (4.3) presents an example of switching pattern in
case of a current reference vector situated in Sector I.
The switching scheme represented in Table (4.2). is aimed at reducing the
number of commutations in a switching cycle, resulting in the reduction of the
switching losses [99].

Table 4.3: Representation of switching sequences for SECTOR I.

Additionally, the implemented modulation logic prevents the reference from
applying currents outside the modulation circle of (4.8). This is realised in
((4.35)) resulting from the available magnitudes of the current vectors, is ap-
plied to the current reference, on top of the controller constraints in (4.24).

0 ≤ |iref |≤
√
6idc

cosθ+
√
3sinθ

(4.35)

The modulation formulation is only meant to apply on the control action
in the above mentioned ways (realizing and constraining the reference) since
the switching frequency fpwm is chosen so high that the controller dynamics
match with the SVM state switching frequency. As such no lag or under-sam-
pling is assumed, and the system dynamics are already implicit in the controller
design.

4.4.5 Discussion

From the continuous AC (4.10), and DC (4.11) model equations described
in Ch.X., the controller is formulated form discretised system (4.14), and it is
described via the cost function and control problem of (4.16), and (4.17) in
Ch.X+1. The evaluated model and control structure are shown on Fig.4. In
the following section said EMPC's computational requirements are evaluated,
and the Matlab/Simulink simulation results are compared to a classic state
feedback controller's dynamic performance.
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Lyapunov stability

The systematic �nding of Lyapunov functions is described in detail in sec-
tion 5.7.1 as well as in [102]. The explicit receding horizon control law formu-
lated in section 4.4.3 is mapped according to (4.22), resulting the partition-
ing of the constrained state space displayed on Fig. (4.5). Considering system
(4.14) with the given constraints of (4.24) and RHC law (4.16), the assumption
is that a maximal positive-, and control invariant set Xf can be obtained for
the closed loop system, for every de�ned critical region. For �nding and Xf and
the feasibility of constructing the critical region speci�c Lyapunov function an
implemented veri�cation method is available from [100], by searching Xf for
the closed loop autonomous PWA system. Then piece-wise quadratic (PWQ)
Lyapunov function can be constructed displayed on Fig (4.10).

Figure 4.10: Lyapunov function for EMPC every partition.

Computational e�ort

The binary search tree generated for the control problem presented in Fig.
(4.11). The search method and formulation of the tree is described in chapter
(5.8.1). The depth of the search tree is 5 and it has a total number of 29
nodes. It is utilized with the MPT toolbox [100], and it can be used for the
computationally optimal real-time implementation of the proposed algorithm
on low-cost hardware.

The search for an active critical region starts from the �rst level and repre-
sents the evaluation in each adjacent node of an inequality of the form: x ≤ K.
Thus, in this case a maximum number of 3 inequalities have to be evaluated
to reach the active critical region. Implementing the presented algorithm is
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Figure 4.11: Binary search tree of the controller for a horizon of N = 4. The leaf
nodes are depicted with �lled squares. The depth of the tree is 4.

straightforward on a DSP processor, for instance from the dsPIC33 family by
Microchip. Using the MAC (multiply and accumulate) instruction the inequal-
ity is evaluated for each node using 4 instructions (two multiply, one add and
one compare), thus in 80 ns on a 50 MIPS processor (Fig. (4.12)). The active
critical region can be reached in a maximum of 80 · 3 = 240 ns. Compared to
the typical sample rate of 10 us in the case of a CSR, the real-time implemen-
tation on a DSP processor is possible. More information about storing critical
regions can be found in 5.8.1.

Figure 4.12: Data organization in the data memory of a single core DSP and the
evaluation of a 2-dimensional inequality

More information about storing critical regions can be found in 5.8.1.
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Horizon performance

With the cost function (4.16) employed using (4.36), changing the length
of the horizon N a�ects the system's complexity illustrated by the partition in
the state space shown in Fig. (4.5), and Fig. (4.13) presents the step response
of the controlled system for di�erent lengths of the horizon. It shows, that the
response is heavily affected by the horizon length at the �rst three iterations,
rendering the one step choice useless, whilst by increasing the horizon, the
steady state error of the algorithm decreases.

Unfortunately, the steady state error is is still present after the computa-
tional boundary of XY ns regardless of increasing the horizon. As such an
additional integrator component is advised to embed into the model equations
of (4.11), aka. augment the model. The results can be observed in the next
section and on Fig. (4.14).

Simulation results

The simulation results are produced with Matlab/Simulik. The discrete
model's (4.14) simulation frequency was 1 MHz, with the model parameters
represented in Table (4.1). As mentioned the base control structure has con-
siderable steady state error, which can be mitigated, by increasing the control
horizon, but the computation cost is NP-heavy. The solution is to augment
the model with an additional integrator. As such, with some re-parametrisa-
tion with the const function weights:

Rw =
[
1 · 10−6

]
,Qw =

[
1 0
0 1

]
, N = 4, (4.36)

the partition space grows to 49 regions but the steady state error lessens
significantly. The comparison of the EMPC performances is shown on Fig.
(4.14).

More details about the Matlab simulation are presented in [103].

Comparison with a state feedback control

On the DC side, not only the output voltage u0 but also the inductor current
idc needs to be controlled. Described in [62], a state feedback control with
optimal parameters can be used as a reference based on the model properties
listed in Table (4.1), with output voltage u0 and DC bus current idc chosen as
the state variables. Since u0 is a DC quantity in steady state, an integrator
signal is introduced to diminish the steady-state error. The structure of the
controller is represented in Fig. (4.15).

The tuning constants applied and calculated according to [88] are:

k1 = ω3
n

1.5Unω2
dc
, k2 = 2.2ω2

n

1.5Un(ω2
dc−1)

, k3 = 1.9ωnLdc

1.5Un
, (4.37)

where ωn = 1.1, ωac = 1√
LacCac

, ωdc = 1√
LdcCdc

. The state feedback con-
trollers block on the diagram is taking the controller's place, shown on Fig.
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(a) Overall performance of the EMPC, with di�erent control horizons.

(b) The projection on the time axis indicates the decrease of steady state error with the
horizon length.

Figure 4.13: Step response of the system as a function of the horizon length N .
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Figure 4.14: Resulting current and voltage trajectories of the CSR with (EMPC).

Figure 4.15: Simple DC side state feedback control structure.

(4.4). The independent outputs are the high pass �lter's output irHF (d) and
the controller's output iref = ircontrol(d). The sum of the independent current
values is converted to Clarke frame to be able to govern the switching states
of the IGBT's. This can be done because irHF (d) has only high frequency com-
ponents and ircontrol(d) has low frequency components due to the di�erences in
LC time constants, as discussed in the second section. Then the control signal
governing the switches is applied in the same manner, described at the start
of section 4.4.4. The state feedback control's performance in comparison with
the EMPC is shown in Fig. (4.16).

4.5 Conclusion

The constrained, model-based optimal control of a current source recti�er
has been presented in this dissertation. The dynamic model of a three-phase
current source recti�er has been developed in Park frame. The proposed model
has been examined from the design and implementation points of view with
the purpose of explicit model-based predictive control. It proved to be the case
that the regular set of di�erential equations of the CSR appears to be too com-
plex, and contains non-linearity for such a design approach. To address this
issue the usage of separated AC and DC equation sets was suggested to avoid
linearization and complexity reduction. This solution eliminates bilinearity
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Figure 4.16: Resulting current and voltage trajectories of the CSR with explicit
model predictive control (MPC) compared to the N = 10 case (MPCN10), the
augemnted model (MPCAUG), and the state feedback control (SF).

and enables the application of linear control design techniques. Current-based
SVPWM of the three-phase converter has been used with an emphasis on the
reduction of switching losses. Throughout the chapter the explicit model pre-
dictive control method is described and the method's e�ectiveness compared
to conventional state feedback control is show. The implementation and sim-
ulation experiments have been performed in Matlab/Simulink environment.
Moreover, the proper implementation of the system in a modern DSP chip will
result in real-time operation.
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4.6 Notations used in the chapter

A State matrix of the DC side system
B Input matrix of the DC side system

B_d Discretised input matrix of the DC side system
Cac AC side inductance
Cdc DC side inductance
C Output matrix of the DC side system

C_d Discretised output matrix of the DC side system
Cregi Critical region

D(−Θ) Inverse Clarke transformation
F State coe�cient matrix for calculating the optimal input
f Network voltage frequeny

fpwm Recti�er switching frequency
fs Simulation frequency
fi Function of state at the ith step
G Uni�ed constraint input matrix
gi Function of input at the ith step
H Supplementary quadratic optimizer matrix

HPF (s) High pass �lter transfer function
iabc Generic three phase current

iac1,2,3 AC side inductance current
iacα,β AC side inductance current in Clarke frame
iacd,q AC side inductance current in Park frame
iHPF AC side damping current
ir1,2,3 Recti�er current

irMPCd
Direct component of the output of the EMPC controller

i∗r1,2,3 Recti�er reference current

i∗rα,β
Recti�er reference current in Clarke frame

ircontrold Direct component of the output of the DC voltage controller
irHFd

Direct component of the damping current of AC noise
idc DC side inductance current

irefα,β,γ
α, β, or γ component of the reference current vector respecively

idq0 Three phase current converted to Park frame

i⃗0,...,9 Current vector of the phasor

i⃗ref Reference current vector
J Quadratic EMPC cost function
J∗ Optimal cost value
J0 Cost function to optimize at the initial state
J∗
0 Optimal cost function at the initial state
K Feedback gain of EMPC controller

k1,2,3 State feedback controller's coe�cients
Lac AC side inductance
Ldc DC side inductance
LS Input �lter inductance of the three phase alternating current in VSR
LD Inductor for �ltering the output current of the CSR (Choke)
N Control horizon

Ny , Nu, Nc Output, input and constraint horizons
n Current phasor sector indicator
Pn Nominal power of the CRS
Q State weight matrix of quadratic MPC cost function
R Phase resistance

RH Virtual damping resistance
Rload Load resistance

R Input weight matrix of quadratic MPC cost function
R Set of real numbers
S Current phasor sector
Ts Switching period

T0,...,9 Dwell time in the corresponding sector
t Discrete timestep
U Set of MPC inputs
Un Network line-to-line voltage
U∗

0 Optimal vector of future inputs starting from the initial state
û Peak value of AC-side capacitor voltage
u Output vector of the DC side system

u1,2,3 AC side phase voltage
uα,β AC side phase voltage in Clarke frame
ud,q AC side phase voltage in Park frame
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uc1,2,3 AC side capacitance voltage
ucα,β AC side capacitance voltage in Clarke frame
ucd,q AC side capacitance voltage in Park frame
u0 DC side voltage on load
u∗0 DC side voltage reference

uMPC MPC control variable
u∗ Optimal input vector
vD Output voltage before the choke inductor LD

vi,j Three phase phase-to-neutral voltage i, j ∈ {R,S, T}
vN,RS Three phase line-to-line voltage of R and S

vcp AC-side capacitor voltage, where p ∈ {1, 2, 3}
v̂ Voltage peak
x State vector of a linear time invariant model

x(0) Initial state
y Input vector of the DC side system

δ1,2,3 Conduction state leg
δα,β Conduction state leg in Clarke frame
δd,q Conduction state leg in Park frame
θ Network voltage vector's angular displacement

ϵ, φ, χ, ψ Constant sets
Ω Closed and bounded set of states containing the origin
ω Network voltage vector's angular velocity

ωac Ac side LC �lter angular velocity
ωn Damping angular velocity
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Chapter 5

Thesis and Summary

5.1 Summary

The topic of this PhD. dissertation is optimal current control. The aim
of the research was to apply and simulate high frequency controllers with
optimization purpose of cost functions with the presence of constraints and
circumstances, on controlled switch based power electronic devices.
In chapter 3, a current controlled inverter structure was presented, connected
to a small, domestic grid, representing the connection of a household with pos-
sible renewable (or other) generators, to balance consumption. The examined
grid, the phenomena of voltage unbalance was assumed to be present, as the
main problem, of which this device was ought to not only handle, but mitigate
within the limit of its physical capabilities. For this reason, �rst an indica-
tor was established, based on a proposed geometrical operation, as a voltage
unbalance norm candidate (section 2.4). This norm was calculated from the
symmetrical di�erence between the convex hull of voltage phasor vectors, al-
ways present on a three phase network. The idea was, that any deviation
from the ideal phasor, (which �rst vector assumed in phase with the ideal
one) introduces sub-optimal behavior, or fault of appliances connected. This
way the already present indicators of voltage unbalance was examined (section
2.5). Afterwards found that not only, they vary in result, but ignore phase
di�erences, or the zero-sequence component (based on the Fortescue method),
or its ponderous to serve as a cost function need to be minimize. The pro-
posed geometrical norm however considers all of the above, with the addition
that since it calculates area, instead of vector length di�erences, the result is
a square-like function, serves as an excellent candidate. The downside is the
yet unresolved computational overload, that is method introduces.
In the next phase, the network's unbalance was attempted to be mitigated
by applying a power electronic converter for a household, which utilizes an
external power source (a photo voltaic source in this case) for counter balance
(section 3.4). Using the basic optimization structure proposed in chapter 3, a
derivative-free optimization method (APPS) has been used along with the ge-
ometric norm as cost function to decrease the voltage unbalance in a simulated
three-phase low voltage grid. The results were tested in Matlab/Simulink envi-
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ronment with simulating the actual device via Simscape, and the unbalanced
network, also with experimental measurements. The result was, that the con-
troller could reduce the network's voltage unbalance, based on the network's
robustness (how large is the impedance, which created the unbalance), how
much control reserve is present as energy source, and physical boundaries (the
device can not supply in�nite current). Based on this the household's normal
operation can withheld even in with unbalanced loads.
Lastly in chapter 4.4 in-depth modeling and predictive control task has been
performed, on one power electric component, namely on a buck-type recti�er.
This recti�er uses current source operation to supply the load it is connected to.
The main goal was to create on the Kirchho�'s law based di�erential equations
a model based predictive controller, suited to reach the reference point with
the best dynamics. It was also taken in mind, that an implicit MPC would not
be up to the task, sice every control rule was to be re-calculated from scratch,
implying a very expensive CPU. This gap could be bridged by reaching out
for the explicit MPC method, by partitioning the state space, on a pre-de�ned
rule set. This way the control demand could be reduced signi�cantly, how-
ever, this is not suited for high rank systems. As such the system's bi-linearity
was eliminated by applying on the premise that two dynamics which have
highly di�erent fundamental frequencies can operate in superposition. This
way the problem was simpli�ed, and explicit MPC could be implemented in
DC-side, whilst active damping at the AC-side. The method's e�ciency was
tested in Matlab/Simulink environment against a conventional state-feedback
controller, with good results. Additionally the computational demand was
evaluated, with assumed binary search algorithm.

5.2 New scienti�c results

I. Thesis:
I extended the currently used measures of voltage unbalance with a new norm
candidate. I found out that it is more demanding from the computational
point of view, but has a new feature namely it checks electrical asymmetry,
i.e. the norm of a ±120 degree rotated version of the ideal three phase phasor
is zero in the geometrical sense. I compared my geometrical approach to the
standard wide-spread use of voltage unbalance factor (VUF) and found out it
carries additional information, whilst retaining it's original purpose. As such
I derived the following thesis:

The three-phase voltage unbalance of three phase networks can
be quanti�ed by the symmetrical di�erence between the ideal and
actual voltage phasors, de�ned as follows:

G = Area of (△Ideal ∪△Real −△Ideal ∩△Real), (5.1)

It has been shown, that the proposed geometric norm (Figure (5.1))
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is a powerful VU indicator by means of amplitude and phase devia-
tion and also balanced three phase under-voltage.
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Figure 5.1: Proposed geometrical representation of three phase voltage unbalance.

Related publications: [P2], [P1].

II. Thesis:
In case of connecting to an unknown network, where current measurements are
infeasible, I found out that the regular current controlling applications would
not �t to the purpose for reducing voltage unbalance if they only relying on the
voltage measurement. I have suggested an direct optimization based structure
that can be used for such networks. The method uses a derivative-free opti-
mization algorithm and a voltage unbalance norm to decrease the VU of the
network. As such I employed an asynchronous parallel pattern search (APPS)
optimizer, in Matlab/Simulink environment, and I applied the geometrical
norm (as well as V UF to serve as comparison) as cost of the optimization. I
showed with validating simulations, that the geometrical based unbalance in-
dicator can serve as a basis of further research. As such I derived the following
thesis:

The voltage unbalance of three-voltage electrical networks with
unknown network model or topology can be decreased by the direct
optimization based compensator structure of Figure (5.2), where
the unbalance indicator can be any suitable scalar-valued voltage
unbalance norm. Also the optimizer can be any suitable derivative-
free optimization method. It has been shown based on simulation
experiments, that for three-phase low voltage networks, using asyn-
chronous parallel pattern search optimizer, the geometric norm pro-
posed in Thesis 1 performs better than VUF by means of unbalance
compensation and active power loss.
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Figure 5.2: Block scheme of the voltage unbalance compensation, where iabc is
the injected current, and Vabc is the measured voltage at the three phase connection
point.

Related publications: [P1], [P4], [P3].

III. Thesis:
I proposed a simpli�ed CSR model, which was derived from the well known
CSR structure and was examined from design and implementation points of
view with the purpose of explicit model-based predictive control. The regular
set of di�erential equations of the CSR appeared to be too complex for my a
design approach, for applying explicit predictive control.
I adressed this issue with the separation AC and DC equation sets was of the
CSR to decrease complexity and easy controller design. With this solution
I eliminated bi-linearity and enabled the application of linear control design
techniques. I used current-based SVPWM the modulation, what has been used
with an emphasis on the reduction of switching losses.
For DC side control I implemented explicit model predictive control (EMPC)
and I compared this method's e�ectiveness to conventional state feedback con-
trol. I implemented the CSR structure and the proposed controller with EMPC
on DC and active damping on the AC side in Matlab/Simulink environment
and tested by simulation. Additionally, I tested the proper implementation's
computational requirements in a modern DSP chip, which would serve in real-
time operation. As such I derived the following thesis:

The generic three phase current source recti�er's di�erential equa-
tion set is not applicable for basic MPC (model predictive control)
design, due to the underlying bilinearty, and the MPC design's com-
putational demand. However, the AC and the DC side can be seen
as two systems in superposition due to the twentyfold (exacly 20.357)
di�erence between the two side's time constants, enabling linear pre-
dictive design. Moreover this design enables a current SVM (space
vector modulation) based explicit MPC design solving the optimiza-
tion problem o�ine with state-space partitioning, as it can be ob-
served in Figure (5.3).
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Figure 5.3: Superimposed AC and DC control structure of a CSR, with explicit
MPC controller on the DC side.

Related publications: [P5].

5.3 Applications and future work

In this section the possible applications shall be described based on my
thesis. These are not yet scope of current research activities, but can serve as
a potential direction and evolution for these results.

5.3.1 Geometrical voltage unbalance norm

As mentioned the geometrical norm's largest weakness is the computa-
tional demand. The required areas, computed from the voltage phasors re-
alized with the corresponding Matlab functions, which are not designed for
continuous calculation, especially not for time constants for power electronic
devices. This can be resolved, via replacing the calculation of the symmet-
rical di�erence (di�erence between the two polygon's union and intersection)
with �nite-element method, with scalability, where the segmentation's reso-
lution would be adjustable and based on the corresponding simulation's (or
system's) time constant and the simulator machine's calculation capabilities.
After this, the calculation method shall be phrased in an traditional equation
form, using the toolset of set theory, and linear algebra. This way, the norm's
calculation could be further reduced, and could be implemented on a cheaper
embedded system.
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The geometrical norm's usefulness was already proven compared o the regular
V UF method. However the robustness of the method seems implicitly proven,
is shall be tested on real conditions, even in extreme (faulty) situations, and
with such hard constrains could be de�ned, where the algorithm outlives its
usefulness. This way, instead of just a resulting number, a full formulation of
an optimization problem could be utilized, presented in section (5.7.1), with
model based predictive capabilities. This can be further enhanced, with rec-
ognizing di�erent scenarios, form general ine�ciency, to fault prediction, or
handling (like graceful degradation).

5.3.2 Voltage unbalance reducing inverter structure

The inverter structure employ a variety of subsystems, which shall work
together in harmony. A global optimum shall be de�ned (with weighting the
various factors) based on external circumstances, and the customers needs.
This way, the individual Kirchho� equations based di�erential equations shall
be established, and controller designed.
The APPS method, however ful�lls its optimizing responsibilities very well
in such an environment, where changes are expected to be highly stochastic,
based on network knowledge, a network- and/or device model based optimal
control shall be established, where various current and voltage inertias can be
taken into account, giving a leverage for prediction.
The setup of the subsidiary network is is using a very basic network setup. The
controller needs to be tested on real world low voltage network models with
multiple topologies, and circumstances, established by other research groups
and companies, to have a good representation of the system's capabilities.
The total harmonic distortion (THD) was not in the scope of the research,
as such, there was no counter measure implemented in the control cycle, to
prevent increasing the system's THD. In an experimental setup this needs to
be addressed.
The controller is not handling reactive power well, means the reactive power
evolution was not in the scope of the research, as such due to the unpredictable
nature of the network, the injected reactive power could be an issue.
This way the system's physical properties shall be scalable (based on a house-
hold's needs and its energy producing and storing capabilities), as in designing
a real power electric system for implementation. Next actual implementation
shall be proceeded, with prototype realization on a test bench, with a simulated
domestic network connection. Further step to test the presence of multiple of
such devices on the network, and how they could mitigate unbalance in syn-
chronous or asynchronous operation.
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5.3.3 Explicit model predictive control for buck-type rec-

ti�er

From mathematical perspective it is an alternative possibility to take the
harder route and take the inherent bilinearity into account. This way, the
devices equations should not be partitioned, and a hybrid design can be com-
menced. This has been performed in the literature, but seldom on three phase
systems, for complexity reasons.
The topology could be altered, by removing (or greatly decreasing) some of the
device's �ltering capabilities, in inductive or capacitive terms (some inductors,
like the choke Ldc are non-removable), and try to outsource this problems to
the controller itself to some degree.
Try the cost function from Euclidean norm to an in�nity norm, and also give
stricter constrains. The optimum could be power throughput based instead of
a speci�ed current. The types of loads can be extended, and merged with the
current equation system. This enables to expand the research on electric ma-
chinery, where starting/ breaking dynamics can be tested. On the other side,
the e�ects on the supplying network can be taken into consideration, further
reducing harmonics, and test conditions in the presence of unbalance. Lastly,
experimental results shall be performed on a device, further validating its use-
fulness, and implement the used S-function from Simulink to an embedded
system.
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Appendix

5.4 Network substitute model

For the voltage unbalance compensation setup, a substitute network model
was used, to be able to recreate said phenomena. The network is a very
simpli�ed version of a low voltage residual area with two symmetric loads, a
symmetric ohmic load, and one asymmetrical load, for decreasing the voltage
quality. See Figure (5.4), (5.5) for details.

The network has the following components:

� Voltage measurement: Either could be an ideal three phase sine wave
or the measured voltage at the university laboratory. See section 3.4.2
for further details. The voltage values Va, Vb, and Vc are representing the
measurable network voltage, and Rs = 0.4Ω is representing the source
resistance.

� Line multiplexer: substitutes the three phase four wire connection with
one representative line between the actors.

� Network segment: In�uences the network topology, and represents the
line between actors. The network segment is modelled with 0.4Ω wire
resistance on each of the four lines. The network's power loss is measured
in these line segments.

� Symmetric Ohmic load: Symmetrical resistive component at the end of
the main branch, with 50Ω on each phase.

� Three phase parallel RLC load: Represents an unbalance-neutral actor,
with balanced RLC loads on each phase in star connection, where the
load's active power is 10000

3
W , inductive reactive power is 2000

3
V Ar, and

the capacitive reactive power is 0V Ar.

� Asymmetrical load: The load mainly responsible for the network unbal-
ance. There loads connected to the phases are:

� Active power: 5kW , Inductive reactive power: 1kV Ar, Capacitive
reactive power: 0.5kV Ar.

� Active power: 5kW , Inductive reactive power: 0.555kV Ar, Capac-
itive reactive power: 0.111kV Ar.
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(a) Schematic of network model, for creating an environment for voltage unbalance com-
pensation setup.

(b) Equivalent Simulink model environment.

Figure 5.4: Schematic of network and equivalent Simulink implementation.

� Active power: 5kW , Inductive reactive power: 0.277kV Ar, Capac-
itive reactive power: 0.055kV Ar.

� Unbalance compensator: The device responsible for decreasing the net-
work unbalance. Setup and function was detailed in chapter 3.4.

5.5 Power electronic components for current con-

trol

As the introduction suggest the main topic of the thesis is optimal current
control. As such for reaching the desired optimum, the necessary actuators are
needed for the task. For this, power electric converters are used, all of them
based on a simple principle, namely they use controllable switches to set the
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(a) Simulink model of the APPS optimizer.

(b) Simulink model of the asymmetric current source inverter.

Figure 5.5: Notable Simulink subsystems.

required voltage level or the conducting current value, required on the load's
end.

5.5.1 Galvanic decoupled bi-directional DC-DC convert-

ers

In this section a basic galvanic decoupled voltage source DC-DC converter
shall be presented. In many DC power supplies, a galvanic isolation between
the DC or AC input and the DC output is required for safety and reliability.
An economical mean of achieving such an isolation is to employ a transformer
version of a DC-DC converter. High-frequency transformers are of small size
and weight and provide high e�ciency. Their turns ratio can be used to addi-
tionally adjust the output voltage level. Generally, electric power generated by
renewable energy sources is unstable in nature, thus producing an unwanted
e�ect on the utility grid. This fact motivates research on energy storage and
quality systems to smooth out active-power �ow.
On the converter Fig.(5.6) has two symmetrical single-phase voltage-source
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full-bridge converters, allowing a bi-directional power �ow. Thanks to advance-
ment in power device technology over the last decade the DC-DC devices are
able to operate at an e�ciency as high as ≈ 97% by using the latest trench-
gate IGBTs. Therefore this topology has become a promising candidate as a
power electronic interface for an energy storage and renewable system [104]
[105].

Figure 5.6: Bidirectional isolated DC-DC converter, where VD1, and VD2 are the
two end's voltage (in- and output depends on the power �ow), v1 and v2 are the
transformer voltages, Csnub are to reduce switching loss and to damp out over-voltage,
and h is the transformer turn ratio.

The principle of operation of the DC-DC converter is very simple. Two
active bridges are interfaced through a transformer and are phase shifted from
each other to control the amount of power �ow from one DC voltage source to
the other. This allows a �xed frequency, square-wave mode of operation and
utilization of the leakage inductance of the transformer as the main energy
transfer element. The power transfer under idealized conditions is de�ned as:

PD = VD1VD2

ωLa

(
δ − δ2

π

)
(5.2)

where ω = 2πf is the switching angular frequency of the two single phase
full bridge controllers, La is the sum of the transformer leakage inductance.

5.5.2 Current source inverters

Single-phase inverter's operating principles are di�erent in each converter.
The main features of the di�erent approaches are reviewed and presented in
the following. Although these converters cover the low-power range, they are
widely used in power supplies or single-phase supplies. For this thesis a do-
mestic current source inverter is considered, which �ts into this category.
A current source inverter is composed of capacitors, switches, and diodes,
where an array of two switches is called inverter leg shown in Fig.(5.7). The
capacitors required to provide a neutral point, such that each capacitor main-
tains a constant voltage.

The inductors required are large, such that the inductors maintain a con-
stant current ii. Current-source topologies feature a low switching voltage
gradient and reliable over-current or short-circuit protection. In order to op-
erate properly the current-source inverter, we need to adhere to the following
rules:
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Figure 5.7: Topology of a singly phase current source inverter, where Vi, and Vo
are the input and output voltages, ii, and io are the input and output currents
respectively. L+ and L− are current �lter inductances, S1+, S2+, D1+, and D2+ are
the higher switches (controlled IGBTs for instance) and diodes, and S1−, S2−, D1−,
and D2− are the lower switches and diodes respectively.

� Top or bottom switches of the di�erent legs cannot be o� simultaneously,
because no current path is provided to the input inductors.

� Diode must be placed in series with each switch, because a short circuit
across the output voltage Vo would be produced. If the commercial switch
does not include anti- parallel diodes, then the circuit is already complete.

� In practical implementation, an overlapping time must be considered in
the control signals of the top or bottom switches of the di�erent legs.

According to the previous rules, it should be noticed that all switches of the
inverter leg can be turned on at the same time. This is not possible in voltage
source inverters. There are four (1st to 4th) de�ned states of the switches and
one not permitted switching state (5th state) as shown in Table (5.1). The
modulating technique should always ensure that at any instant, at least one
of the top and bottom switch of the inverter legs is on, otherwise the inverter
will be damaged.

The ideal waveforms are shown in Fig.(5.8).

The states for the switches are de�ned by the modulating technique, which
in this case is a carrier-based PWM, but unipolar output is considered. For
the CSIs, di�erent output �lters may be employed, in order to provide the fun-
damental component of the output waveform. Depending on the application,
it would be desirable to provide a voltage or current output.
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Table 5.1: Switching states of the current source inverter, where Van, Vbn are the a
and b point's potential to ground.

Components conducting
State

Output voltages
S1+ S2+ S1− S2− Van Vbn Vo
1 0 0 1 1 Vi/2 -Vi/2 Vi
0 1 1 0 2 -Vi/2 Vi/2 -Vi
1 1 0 0 3 Vi/2 Vi/2 0
0 0 1 1 4 -Vi/2 -Vi/2 0
0 - 0 -

5 Not permitted
- 0 - 0

(a) The state of switch S1+.

(b) The state of switch S2+..

(c) AC output current.

Figure 5.8: The CSI, ideal waveforms as the result of the modulation.

5.5.3 Implemented asymmetrical inverter topology

The applied structure based on a full bridge IGBT structure used in single
phase current injection. Three di�erent IGBT full bridge were connected at
the output point, thus our structure has three phase and neutral connection
too, to carry out any current form. The disadvantage of this structure is that
it needs 12 IGBTs in the output stage as opposed to the 6 IGBTs needed
for a classical full bridge structure and needs three galvanically isolated direct
current (DC) voltage source for feeding.
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The other standard elements, that the inverter design consists:

� PV source, with standard maximum power point tracking (MPPT) in-
put stage, to inject the maximum available power from the renewable
source to the intermediate voltage capacitor with a simple controlled
boost converter.

� A battery, with half bridge current controller to charge or deploy the bat-
tery pack connected to the complex energetic system for energy storage
and energy unbalance compensation.

� Intermediate bu�er for balancing the device's energy usage.

� Universal three phase output stage with 3 single phase full bridge CSIs
and 2 high current DC-DC converter

This is suitable to inject any necessary current shape to the low voltage
three phase grid even DC currents too.

Of course there is a possibility that there is no renewable power available
for a longer period of time and the battery completely looses its charge. In
this case the system should work merely with the power of the connection
point but with zero energy balance. This states to operate two controller with
semi-opposite control goals. The optimization based controller requires cur-
rent injection while the intermediate voltage controller (Figure (5.9)) keeps
the inverters energy balance. Although for this operation some of the control's
performance should be sacri�ced, unbalance compensation could be achieved
even without external renewable power, and energy storage at a minimum
power requirement. The individual physical values of the CSI can be observed
in Table (5.2).

In the following paragraphs the sub-stages of the VU compensating device
shall be explained in detail, and they role in solving the control problem.

PV energy source

The PV plant is the renewable power source of the device, modelled as a
controlled voltage source with the value of VPV , and with serial resistance RPV ,
and �ltering inductance of LPV . The voltage source was modelled with periodic
pattern, as PV panels give variable power output as well. For continuous
operation a maximum power point tracker (MPPT) was implemented as this
is the state of the art handling of uncertain PV sources. The MPPT controls
a single IGBT of which emitter leg is connected to the ground.

Energy storage

A Li-ion battery with 153.6 V and 200 Ah, with series choke inductance
of LBatt is providing energy storage capability, when the PV source is not
present, or the required mitigation is too low to dissipate all the energy to the
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Figure 5.9: Full topology of the VU compensator. The device is segmented into
PV plant as a renewable energy source with added MPPT unit, power storage with a
Li-ion battery extended with charger/discharge half bridge, bu�er capacitance with
intermediate voltage controller, three separated CSI with DC-DC isolators, and the
network substituting voltage sources.

network. For controlling the power �ow, a classic half-bridge structure was
employed, with a simple windowed control with 10 kHz switching frequency.
The reference signal is set by the battery's current IBatt subtracted from the
intermediate voltage controller's reference Offsetinter.

Intermediate bu�er

The in intermediate bu�er capacitance was placed between the energy stor-
age stage and the CSI actuators. This stage is responsible for the whole device's
energy management, via an intermediate voltage control scheme. The interme-
diate voltage controller's �owchart can be observed on Fig.(5.10), where KP ,
KI , and KD are the controller gains, and pinter is the �lter's gain. Further-
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Table 5.2: The applied parameters and physical values in the VU compensator
design

Parameter Value
RPV 5 Ω
Rline 0.4 Ω
LPV 100 mH
LBatt 100 mH
LCSI 2 mH
Cinter 10 mF
VBatt 153.6 V
V̂PV 30 V
CBatt 200 Ah
Phh 103/3 W
QLhh 2000/3 V AR
QChh 0 V AR
KP 1
KI 0.4
KD 0.6
pinter 200

Figure 5.10: A general PID scheme and low pass �lter of the intermediate voltage
controller.

more, to direct the power �ow from the battery into the intermediate bu�er
capacitance, via the battery controller's reference signal.

5.6 Asynchronous parallel pattern search

In the following section, the applied optimization structure, namely the
APPS algorithm shall be discussed in detail. They commonality in this work,
is that all of them are designed to search for the optimal control input for
a current governing system, should it be voltage unbalance reduction with
no applicable network model (due the actors unpredictability), or reaching
the fastest reference value with explicit predictive control with the converter's
equation's considered, which shall be discussed in section (5.7.1).
The APPS can rather be described as a linear search program, distributed in a
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multi-dimensional plane, where the it is only a black box model available [56].
These variants of pattern search can solve nonlinear unconstrained problems
of the form of:

minx∈Rn f(x), (5.3)

where f : Rn −→ R. We assume that the evaluation of f is computationally
expensive, hence our interest in using either distributed or parallel computing
environments to solve the problem. It needs to be concentrated on the par-
allelization of the search strategy, rather than on the evaluation of f , though
the techniques we discuss here can be adapted to handle problems for which
the computation of f also can be distributed. Additionally is is assumed that
f is continuously di�erentiable. It can be assumed that the gradient ∇f is
unavailable, but the method is applicable as presented in section 3.4.1, where
the gradient determines the direction of the next step, further increasing its
e�ciency. For such problems, pattern search methods are one possible solution
technique since they neither require nor explicitly estimate derivatives.

Parallel pattern search

Lets adopt an in�nite sequence of iterations ρ = 0, 1, 2, . . . , with the last
iteration noted as ρ − 1 and initialization at 0. It is assumed that the pro-
cess knows the best point so far as xρ−1, where f(xρ−1) is the global minima
of f . Associated with xρ−1 there is a step-length control parameter namely
∆ρ−1. Each i ∈ P , where P = {1, . . . , p} process ends iteration at ρ − 1 by
constructing it's trial point and initiating an evaluation of f(xρ−1

i + ∆ρ−1
i di),

where D = {d1, . . . , dp} is the �nite set of directions applied by each individual
process. The simultaneous start of the function evaluations at the trial points
on each of the p processes signals the start of iteration ρ. When all of the
participating processes are �nished with their evaluation of f , they communi-
cate these values to each other and determine the new values of xρ, and ∆ρ.
If there exists an i ∈ P , such that f(xρ−1

i + ∆ρ−1
i di) < f(xρ−1), then ρ ∈ S,

where S denotes the successful iterations.

Adding asynchronicity

With said above, the general strategy for asynchronous parallel pattern
search, from the perspective of a single process i ∈ P can be outlined:

1. Evaluate f(xbesti +∆best
i di).

2. If f(xbesti +∆best
i di) < f(xbesti ), then broadcast result to all other processes.

3. Update local values xbesti and∆best
i based on the current local information.

4. Repeat.
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The price payed is that each process has its own notion of the best known
point seen so far, as well as its own value for ∆i. Any success on one process
is communicated to all other processes participating in the search, but the
successful process carries on from its new best point without waiting for a
response from the other processes. By adding a few mild conditions, the global
convergence of the search can be still ensured [56]. Instead of indexing based
on a notion of iterations, we switch from ρ to indexing based on discrete time
instance, letting the set Q = {1, 2, . . . , q} denote the index of steps. Thus xqi s
used for the best point known to process i at time step q, and similarly, ∆q

i . So
if process i starts a function evaluation at time step q, the trial point at which
the function evaluation will be made at xqi + ∆q

idi. Further worth mention,
that time steps are assumed to be of �ne enough resolution so that at most
one function evaluation �nishes per process per time step.
Lets de�ne two sets that satisfy Q = Si∪Ui, , and Si = Ii∪Ei, where Si is the
set of all time successful steps on process i, Ii is the set if internal successes, Ei is
the set of external successes, and Ui consists the unsuccessful steps respectfully.
An internal success, where the process �nds itself the minima, the external
success is where the process is updated externally by the minima. Further
Ci ∈ Ui is de�ned as the set of time steps where ∆t

i is reduced. All the above
cases (Ui\Ci) no action is performed.
The updating functions allow us to give the following general de�nitions for
xqi and ∆q

i . For every q ∈ Q, q > 0, the best point for the ith process de�ned
to be:

xqi =

{
x
τi(q)
ωi(q)

+∆
τi(q)
ωi(q)

dωi(q), if q ∈ Si
xq−1
i , otherwise

}
, (5.4)

with the initialisation x0i = x0, where ωi(q) is the generating process index
for the update time at step q on process i, and τi(q) is the time index for
initialization of the function evaluation, that produced the update at time q
on process i. For every q the step length control parameter ∆q

i de�ned to be:

∆q
i =


λ
νi(q)
ωi(q)

∆
τi(q)
ωi(q)

, if q ∈ Si
θqi∆

τi(q)
ωi(q)

, if q ∈ Ci
∆q−1
i , otherwise

 , (5.5)

with the initialization∆0
i = ∆0, where νi(q) is time index for the completion

of the function evaluation that produced the update at time step q on process
i, and θqi and λqi are chosen. With the following pattern followed, the local
minima of f shall eventually be reached in an undetermined number of steps.

5.7 Model based predictive control

5.7.1 Quadratic optimization and predictive control

Philosophically MPC re�ects human behavior whereby we select control
actions which we think will lead to the best predicted outcome (or output) over
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some limited horizon. To make this selection we use an internal model of the
process in question, and constantly update our decisions as new observations
become available. Hence a predictive control law has the following components:

� The control law depends on predicted behavior.

� The output predictions are computed using a process model.

� The current input is determined by optimizing some measure of predicted
performance.

� The receding horizon: the control input is updated at every sampling
instant.

Most control laws, say PID (proportional, integral and derivative) control,
does not explicitly consider the future implication of current control actions.
To some extent this is only accounted by the expected closed-loop dynamics.
MPC on the other hand implicitly (or explicitly) computes the predicted be-
havior over some horizon. One can therefore restrict the choice of the proposed
input trajectories to those that do not lead to di�culties in the future.
In order to predict the future behavior of a process, we must have a model of
how the process behaves. In particular, this model must show the dependence
of the output on the current measured variable and the current/future inputs.
This does not have to be linear (e.g. transfer function, state-space) and in fact
can be just about anything. A precise model is not always required to get tight
control, because the decisions are updated regularly. This will deal with some
model uncertainty in a fairly fast time scale. The decision on the best control
is thus continually updated using information from this comparison [106].
This way, model based predictive control methods are optimal regulators, with
a de�ned cost function on a de�ned and encompassed prediction horizon with
restrictions [107], [108], [109], [110]. The control signal is calculated over a
de�ned horizon, but from the sequence of applicable control signals only the
�rst one is used in the next sample. This procedure is repeated according to
the principle of the moving horizon, using new iterations, as such provides the
reaction in each sample. The method was developed for systems with physi-
cal restrictions, in the �rst stage for the control of chemical processes in the
oil industry, then it was applied to various rapid processes from automotive
or power electronics industry [111] , [112]. By default the optimization prob-
lem can be solved, for each sample, or explicitly using the multi-parameter
programming techniques (mp-LP, mp-QP).

Linear quadratic optimal control

In practice most MPC algorithms use linear models because the dependence
of the predictions on future control choices is then linear and this facilitates
optimization as well as o�-line analysis of expected closed-loop behavior. How-
ever, nonlinear models can be used where the implied computational burden
is not a problem and linear approximations are not accurate enough. It is also
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important to note here the comment �t for purpose. In predictive control, the
model is used solely to compute system output predictions, so the model is �t
for purpose if it gives accurate enough predictions. The e�ort and detail put
into modeling stage should re�ect this. Let the us assume that the system is
linear and time-invariant (LTI):

x(q + 1) = Ax(q) +Bu(q), (5.6)

where x(q) ∈ Rn and u(q) ∈ Rm are the state and input vectors respec-
tively. We de�ne a quadratic cost function over a �nite horizon of N steps:

J0(U0, x(0)) = x′
NPxN +

∑N−1
k=0 x

′
kQxk + u′

kRuk (5.7)

where U0 = [u′
0, . . . ,u

′
N−1] ∈ Rs, s = m · N is the decision vector (with

m dimensional input vector) constraining all future inputs, also P = P′ ⪰ 0,
Q = Q′ ⪰ 0, R = R′ ⪰ 0, and xk denotes the state vector at time k obtained
form x0 = x(0). We also apply the system model based on (5.6):

xk+1 = Axk +Buk, (5.8)

From the above a �nite optimal control problem can be considered:

J∗
0 (x(0)) = minU0 J0(U0, x(0))

subj. to xk+1 = Axk +Buk
x0 = x(0)
k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1

(5.9)

The �rst step is to write the equality constraints to express all future states
and inputs from the initial state x0 until the and of horizon N :


x(0)
x1
...
...
xN


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Xx

=


I0
A1
...
...
AN


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Sx

x(0) +


0 . . . . . . 0
B 0 . . . 0

AB
. . . . . .

...
...

. . . . . .
...

AN−1B
. . . . . . B


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Su


u0
...
...
uN

 . (5.10)

Here all future states are explicit functions of the state x(0) and the future
inputs of u0,u1· only. By de�ning appropriate quantities, we can rewrite (5.10)
in a compact form:

X x = Sx(0) + SuU0. (5.11)

Using the same notation the object function can be rewritten as:

J(x0,U0) = X ′Q̄X +U0Q̄U
′
0, (5.12)

where Q̄ = diag{Q, . . . ,Q,P}, and R̄ = diag{R, . . . ,R}. Substituting
(5.11) into the objective function (5.12) yields:
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J(x0,U0) = (Sx(0) + SuU0)
′Q̄(Sx(0) + SuU0) +U′

0R̄U0

= U′
0 (Su

′
Q̄Su + R̄)︸ ︷︷ ︸
H

U0+

+ 2x′(0) (Sx′Q̄Su)︸ ︷︷ ︸
F

U0+

+ x′(0) (Sx′Q̄Sx)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Y

x(0)

= U′
0HU0 + 2x′(0)FU0 + x′(0)Yx(0).

(5.13)

Because R̄ ≻ 0, and H ≻ 0, thus J(x0,U0) is a positive de�nite quadratic
function of U0, therefore its minimum can be found by computing its gradient
and setting it to zero, which yields the optimal vector of future inputs:

U∗
0(x(0)) = −H−1F′x(0)

= −(Su′Q̄Su + R̄)−1Su′Q̄Sxx(0). (5.14)

With (5.14) applied and calculated U0 the cost is the optimal following:

J∗
0(x(0)) = −x(0)′FH−1F ′x(0)

= x(0)′
[
Sx′Q̄Sx − Sx′Q̄Su(Su′Q̄Su + R̄)−1Su′Q̄Sx

]
x(0).

(5.15)
Note that the optimal vector of future inputs U∗

0(x(0)) is a linear function
of (5.14) of the initial state x(0) and the optimal cost J∗

0 (x(0)) is a quadratic
function (5.15) of the initial state x(0).
Alternatively the formulation can be done in a recursive manner. The optimal
cost can be de�ned as J∗

j (xj) fot the j
th for the N − j step problem starting

from state xj as:

J∗
j (xj) = minuj ,...,uN−1

x′
NPxN +

∑N−1
k=0 x

′
kQxk + u′

kRuk. (5.16)

The optimal "one step cost to go" can be obtained as:

J∗
N−1(xN−1) = minuN−1

x′
NPNxN + x′

N−1QxN−1 + u′
N−1RuN−1.

subj. to xN = AxN−1 +BuN−1

PN = P,
(5.17)

where J∗
N−1(xN−1) is a positive quadratic function of the decision variable

uN−1. Writing (5.17) as the objective function:

J∗
N−1(xN−1) = minuN−1

{x′
N−1(A

′PNA+Q)xN−1+
+ 2x′

N−1A
′PNBuN−1+

+ u′
N−1(B

′PNB+R)xN−1}.
(5.18)

The optimal input can be found by setting the gradient to zero:
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u∗
N−1 = −(B′PNB+R)−1B′PNA︸ ︷︷ ︸

FN−1

xN−1,
(5.19)

and the optimal one step optimal cost:

J∗
N−1(xN−1) = x′

N−1PN−1xN−1, (5.20)

where PN−1 can be de�ned recursively as:

PN−1 = A′PNA+Q−A′PNB(B′PNB+R)−1B′PNA. (5.21)

The next stage is to write down the "two step" problem based on (5.17):

J∗
N−2(xN−2) = minuN−2

x′
N−1PN−1xN−1 + x′

N−2QxN−2 + u′
N−2RuN−2.

subj. to xN−1 = AxN−2 +BuN−2

(5.22)
We since (5.22) has the same form as (5.17) we can apply the same solution

seen at (5.19):

u∗
N−2 = −(B′PN−1B+R)−1B′PN−1A︸ ︷︷ ︸

FN−2

xN−2,
(5.23)

where the "two step" cost:

J∗
N−2(xN−2) = x′

N−2PN−2xN−2, (5.24)

where PN−2 can be de�ned recursively as:

PN−2 = A′PN−1A+Q−A′PN−1B(B′PN−1B+R)−1B′PN−1A. (5.25)

Continuing in this manner at some arbitrary time k the optimal control
action is:

u∗(k) = −(B′Pk+1B+R)−1B′Pk+1A︸ ︷︷ ︸
Fk

xk, (5.26)

where k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 and:

Pk = A′Pk+1A+Q−A′Pk+1B(B′Pk+1B+R)−1B′Pk+1A. (5.27)

and the optimal starting cost starting from the measured state:

J∗
k (x(k)) = x′(k)Pkx(k). (5.28)

Equation (5.27) is called the discrete Ricatti equation [102], or Ricatti
di�erence equation, which is initialised with Pn = P and solves backwards. It
is worth noting that from (5.26) the optimal control action u∗(k) is obtained
in the form of feedback law as linear function of the measured state x(k) at
time instance k, and the optimal cost is (5.28).
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Constrained optimal control

In constrained optimal control for any input action with a given initial
state the control action can be computed with quadratic programming but
with respect to pre described constraints. As displayed, the linear quadratic
approach requires a numerical de�nition so that a precise calculation can be
made, that is, which optimal input trajectory gives the lowest numerical value
to the cost. The main requirement is that the cost depends on the batch
or recursive input sequence and that low values of cost imply good closed-
loop performance good being de�ned for the process. Of course the choice of
the cost a�ects the complexity of the implied optimization and this is also a
consideration.
With considering an LTI system such as (5.6), let us assume that it is subject
to constraints:

x(q) ∈ X x, u(q) ∈ Uu, ∀t ≥ 0, (5.29)

where the set of inputs Uu ⊆ Rm and states X x ⊆ Rn are polyhedra. when
Eucledian norm is used with the cost as (5.7) with P ⪰ 0, Q ⪰ 0, and R ≻ 0
we de�ne the constrained optimal control problem as:

J∗
0 (x(0)) = minU0 J0(x(0),U0)

subj. to xk+1 = Axk +Buk, k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1
xN ∈ Xf ,xk ∈ X x,uk ∈ Uu

x0 = x(0),

(5.30)

where xN ⊆ Rn is the terminal polyhedral region, andU0 = [u′
0, . . . ,u

′
N−1]

′ ∈
Rs with s = m ·N is the optimization vector. We denote X0 ⊂ X x as the set
of initial states x(0) for which the optimal control problem is feasible such as:

X0 = {x0 ∈ Rn : ∃U0,
s.t. : xk ∈ X x,uk ∈ Uu,xN ∈ Xf ,
wherexk+1 = Axk +Buk, k = 0, . . . , N − 1}.

(5.31)

We denote Xi as the set of states xi at time i = 0, 1, . . . , N which is feasible
for (5.30). The sets Xi are independent of the cost function as long as it
guaranties the exsistence of a minima and the algorithm used to compute
the solution. There are also ways to de�ne an compute Xi. With the batch
approach is as follows:

Xi = {xi ∈ Rn : ∃Ui,
s.t. : xk ∈ X x,uk ∈ Uu,xN ∈ Xf ,
wherexk+1 = Axk +Buk, k = 0, . . . , N − 1}.

(5.32)

This de�nition requires, that for any initial xi ∈ Xi state there exsists a
feasible Ui = [ui, . . . ,uN−1] which keeps the state evolution in the feasible set
X x at future time instants k and forces xN into Xf at k = N .
Next we show how to compute Xi for i = 0, . . . , N−1. It is stated that the state
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X x, Xf and input Uu sets are H-polyhedra [102], and Ax ≤ xbx, AfxN ≤ bf ,
are the set of equality and inequality constraints for the states and the terminal
state and Auu ≤ bu are the set of of equality and inequality constraints on
inputs respectively. We de�ne the set of constraints as polyhedron Pc

i at time
instance i as:

Pc
i = {(Ui,xi) ∈ Rm·(N−i)+n, s.t. : GuUi − Eixi ≤ wi}, (5.33)

where Gi, Ei, and wi as the matrices of inequality and equality constraints
are de�ned as:

Gi =



Au 0 · · · 0
0 Au · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · Au

0 0 · · · 0
AxB 0 · · · 0
AxAB AxB · · · 0

...
...

. . .
...

AfA
N−i−1B AfA

N−i−2B · · · AfB


Ei =



0
0
...
0

−Ax

−AxA

−AxA
2

...

−AfA
N−i


wi =



bu
bu
...
bu
bx
bx
bx
...
bf


.

(5.34)
Also, the set Xi is a polyhedron serves as the projection of Pc

i in (5.33) and
in (5.34).
Next the previously mentioned terms are implemented with using the Euclidian
norm case. For this we start with the constrained control problem (5.30) with
the assumption of Q = Q′ ⪰ 0, R = R′ ≻ 0, and R = R′ ⪰ 0. As such the
constrained control problem with euclidian norm:

J∗
0 (x(0)) = minU0 J0(x(0),U0) = x′

NPxN +
∑N−1

k=0 x
′
kQxk + u′

kRuk
subj. to xk+1 = Axk +Buk, k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1

xN ∈ Xf ,xk ∈ X x,uk ∈ Uu

x0 = x(0).
(5.35)

As shown in the unconstrained case (5.35) can be rewritten as:

minU0 J0(x(0),U0) = U′
0HU0 + 2x(0)FU0 + x(0)Yx(0)

= [U′
0x

′(0)]

[
H F′

F Y

]
[U′

0x
′(0)]′

. subj. to G0U0 ≤ w0 + E0x(0),

(5.36)

with G0, w0, and E0 are de�ned in (5.34) and H, F, and Y are de�ned in

(5.13), additionally as J0(x(0),U0) ≥ 0 it follows that
[
H F′

F Y

]
⪰ 0.

To obtain problem (5.36) elimination of equality constraints can be obtained
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by successive substitution of xk+1 = Axk + Buk, so only an input sequece
as decision variables of U0 = [u0, . . . ,uN−1] and x(0) is left as a parameter
vector. In general, it might be more e�cient to solve the problem the equality
and inequality constraints, so that sparsity can be exploited. To aim this, for
this lets de�ne the set of inputs and states as z̃ = [x′

1, . . . ,x
′
N ,u

′
0, . . . ,u

′
N−1]

and rewrite (5.35) as:

J∗
0 (x(0)) = [U′

0x
′(0)]

[
H F′

F Y

]
[U′

0x
′(0)]′

. subj. to G0,eqz̃ = E0,eqx(0)
G0,inz̃ ≤ w0,in + E0,inx(0),

(5.37)

where G0,eq, and E0,eq, are the equality constraint matrices, and G0,in,
E0,in, and w0,in are the inequality constraint matrices respectively:

G0,eq =


I −B

−A I −B

−A I
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .

−A I −B

 ,E0,eq =


A

0
...
0

 ,

G0,in =



0 0
Ax 0 0

Ax 0
. . .

. . .
. . .

Ax 0
Af 0

0 Au

0 Au

. . .
. . .

0 Au

0 Au



,w0,in =



bx
bx
...
bx
bf
bu
bu
...
bu
bu


,

E0,in =
[
−A′

x 0 . . . 0
]
,

(5.38)
and the constructed cost matrix H as:

H̄ =



Q
. . .

Q

P

R
. . .

R


. (5.39)

In the following the state feedback solution starting from the presumed
initial state for one minimizing instance J∗

0 (x(0)) shall be displayed for the
constrained quadratic control problem (5.35) as (5.37), with G0, E0 w0 as the
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constraint describing matrices as de�ned in (5.34) starting from x(0), and H,
F, and Y as the substitute matrices described in (5.13), to acquire the optimal
solution.
We view the initial state x(0) as the vector of parameters as our goal to
solve (5.35) for all values of the set of initial states x(0) ∈ X0 and make
this dependence explicit, with the computation of X0 in terms of feasibility,
described in (5.32).
For convenience let us de�ne the substitutive term z as:

z = U0 +H−1F′x(0), (5.40)

where z ∈ Rs and with this transform (5.35) to obtain the equivalent control
problem:

Ĵ∗(x(0)) = J∗
0 (x(0))− x(0)′(Y− FH−1F′)x(0)

= minz z
′Hz

subj. to G0U0 ≤ w0 + S0x(0),
(5.41)

where S0 = E0+G0H
−1F′. In this transformed problem the initial param-

eter vector x(0) appears only on right hand side of constraints. In this case
(5.41) is a multi parametric constrained quadratic optimal program that can
be solved explicitly by using geometrical means described �rst by the authors
in [113]. This shall be discussed in section (5.8).

Receiding horizon control

All this said, even if we calculate the best optimal step sequence for solving
the constrained control problem, there are still uncertainties for the future.
Optimization over a �nite horizon has the following disadvantages:

� Unforeseen problems may occur after the �xed optimization horizon,
which may cancel the sequence of order for the calculated �nished hori-
zon.

� After reaching the time de�ned by the horizon, the law of command is
no longer optimal.

� Finite horizon optimization is usually used because of the limited com-
puting power is available, and not for theoretical reasons

To prevent this problem, the notion of optimization is introduced on a
moving horizon. In each sample k , an optimization problem is solved over a
de�ned horizon k, . . . , k +N to calculate the appropriate command sequence,
and only the �rst command is applied. This results in a moving optimization
horizon, which eliminates the issues listed before displayed on Fig.(5.11).

The Formulation of the optimal control problem with moving horizon [114]
in the system (5.6) with input and output constraints as mentioned in (5.29)
with the cost function to minimize:
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Figure 5.11: Graphycal display of receiding horison control (RHC) idea [102].

J(U,x(q)) = minUq→q+N|q Jq(x(q),Uq→q+N |q)

= x′
q+Ny |qPxq+Ny |q +

∑Ny−1
k=0 x′

q+k|qQxq+k|q + u′
q+kRuq+k,

subj. to xN ∈ Xf ,xk ∈ X x,uk ∈ Uu

xq|q = x(q),
xq+k+1|q = Axq+k|q +Buq+k,
uq+k = −Kxq+k|q, Nu ≤ k ≤ Ny,

(5.42)
where Q = Q′ ≥ 0, R = R′ ≥ 0, P ≥ 0, (C,A) is observable, and

Nu ≤ Ny, Nc ≤ Ny − 1. One trivial possibility to choose K = 0 and P to
satisfy the Lyapunov equation:

P = A′PA+Q (5.43)

This means that after Nu samples the control stops and the system is
evolving to an open loop form. It is obvious that the choice only makes sense
if the open loop system is stable. The second option would as described with
the method (5.27), but this involves to use an unconstrained control for Nu

LQR samples. As a result, the MPC law calculates the optimal command
sequence:

U∗(q) =
{
u∗
q, . . . ,u

∗
q+Nu−1

}
, (5.44)

and only the �rst control input is applied:
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u(q) = u∗
q. (5.45)

The optimal control inputs estimated for future samples are not taken into
account and the algorithm is repeated on the basis of new measurements or a
new estimation of the states.

Stability of MPC

The problem of closed system stability with the predictive control has been
extensively studied e.g. in [115], [116]. In the �rst generation of model based
controllers, stability was achieved more experimentally by choosing parameters
based on previous studies and experiences. In 1988 the Lyapunov stability
method for discrete systems were introduced [117], and in 1990 for continuous
systems [118] also for continuous systems.
While asymptotic convergence limk→∞ xk = 0 is a desirable property, it is
generally not su�cient in practice. We would also like a system to stay in a
small neighborhood of the origin when it is disturbed by a little. Formally this
is expressed as Lyapunov stability.
For the autonomous system:

xk+1 = g(xk) (5.46)

where g(0) = 0. The de�nition of Lyapunov stability is for the equilibrium
point x = 0 of system (5.46) is:

� stable if, for each ϵ > 0, there is a φ > 0 such that:

∥x0∥ < φ s.t.: ∥xk∥ < ϵ, ∀k ≥ 0. (5.47)

� unstable if not stable

� asymptotically stable if in the set Ω ⊆ Rn if its stable and:

limk→∞ xk = 0, ∀x0 ∈ Ω. (5.48)

� globally asymptotically stable if it is asymptotically stable and Ω = Rn

� exponentially stable if it is stable and there exist constants χ > 0 and
ψ ∈ (0, 1) such that:

∥x0∥ < φ s.t.: ∥xk∥ ≤ χ ∥x0∥ψk, ∀k ≥ 0. (5.49)

Usually to show Lyapunov stability of the origin for a particular system
one constructs a so called Lyapunov function, i.e., a function satisfying the
conditions of the following theorem:
Consider the equilibrium point x = 0 of system (5.46). Let Ω ⊂ Rn be a
closed and bounded set containing the origin. Assume there exists a function
V : Rn → R continuous at the origin, �nite for every x ∈ Ω and such that:
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V (0) = 0 (5.50a)

V (x) > 0, ∀x ∈ Ω\{0} (5.50b)

V (xk+1)− V (xk) ≤ −χ(xk), ∀x ∈ Ω\{0}, (5.50c)

where χ : Rn → R is a continuous positive de�nite function, then x = 0 is
asymptotically stable. As such a function satisfying (5.50) is called a Lyapunov
function.
A similar theorem can be derived for global asymptotic stability i.e.: Ω = Rn:
Consider the equilibrium point x = 0 of system (5.46). Let Ω ⊂ Rn be a
closed and bounded set containing the origin. Assume there exists a function
V : Rn → R continuous at the origin, �nite for every x ∈ Ω and such that:

∥x∥ → ∞, s.t.: V (x) → ∞ (5.51a)

V (0) = 0 (5.51b)

V (x) > 0, ∀x ̸= 0 (5.51c)

V (xk+1)− V (xk) ≤ −χ(xk), ∀x ̸= 0, (5.51d)

where χ : Rn → R is a continuous positive de�nite function, then x = 0 is
globally asymptotically stable.
For linear systems a simple and e�ective Lyapunov function can be:

V (x) = x′Px,P ≻ 0, (5.52)

In order to test the satisfaction of the last point of (5.51), we compute:

V (xk+1)− V (xk) = x′
k+1Pxk+1 − x′

kPxk
= x′

k(A
′PA)xk − x′

kPxk
= x′

k(A
′PA−P)xk,

(5.53)

therefore, if (5.52) holds true then:

A′PA−P = −Q,Q ≻ 0, (5.54)

which is referred as discrete time Lyapunov equation.

5.8 Geometric approach to multi parametric pro-

gramming

In this section the goal is to explain how to solve multi-parametric opti-
mization problems (mp-OP). By start lets consider the following linear multip-
parametric problem:

J∗(x) = minz J(x, z) = c′z
subj. to Gz ≤ w+ Sx,

(5.55)
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where z ∈ Rs is the vector of the optimization variables, x ∈ Rn is the
vector of parameters, and of course J(x, z) : Rs+n → R is the objective or cost
function. Additionally G ∈ Rm·s, w ∈ Rm, c ∈ Rs and S ∈ Rm·n as described
in section (5.7.1). Next we de�ne a closed convex parameter set K ⊂ Rn such
as:

K = {x ∈ Rn : Tx ≤ Z} , (5.56)

where K∗ ⊆ K is the set where (5.55) is feasible, and x∗ ∈ K∗ where x∗ is
the optimum. It is further assumed that:

1. the constraint x ∈ K is included in the constraints of Gz ≤ w+ Sx.

2. K is a full dimensional polytope, or the problem can be reformulated to
K to be full dimensional with a smaller set of parameters.

3. S is on full rank, or the problem can be reformulated to S to be full rank
with a smaller set of parameters.

As such J∗ : K∗ → R is a function which gives the optimum by x. That
said let Z∗ : K∗ → Rs the function which gives the set of optimizers namely
z∗ ∈ Z∗. The task is to �nd a K∗ ⊆ K set and a z∗ ∈ Z∗ optimizer and the
value of the optimum.
Beside of the systematic linear and quadratic program solutions [102] there
is a direct geometrical solution for the problem which uses critical regions for
describing the parameter space. The critical regions are convex subsets of
the parameter space where the optimum is constant based on the function
of the parameters. Consider the multi parametric program (5.55), and let
Ic = {1, . . . ,m} be the set of constraint indices. For any A ⊆ Ic, let GA, and
SA be the subsets of G, and S, respectively, compromising the rows indexed
by A, and denote with Gj, Sj and wj, the jth row of G, S and w. We de�ne
CA as the set of states x for which the same set A of constraints is active at the
optimum. Formally, the optimal partition of Ic at x is the optimal partition
of (A(x),AN(x)), where:

A = {j ∈ Ic : Gjz
∗(x)− Sjx = wj∀z∗ ∈ Z∗(x)}

AN = {j ∈ Ic : ∃z∗ ∈ Z∗(x) s.t.: Gjz
∗(x)− Sjx < wj}.

(5.57)

It can be noticed, that A and AN are disjoint (the intersection of A and
AN is an empty set) and they union is Ic. As such consider a set A ⊆ Ic, then
the critical region associated with the set of active constraints A is de�ned as:

CA = {x ∈ K∗ : A(x) = A}. (5.58)

With the above the critical region CA is the set of all x states such that
constraints indexed byA are active at the optimum of problem (5.55). Further-
more it can be proven, that the optimum is an a�ne function in the domain of
K adn unique for every critical region. As such the problem can be separated
into two parts:
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1. Find the least dimension subset of K which contains K∗.

2. Partition K∗ into critical regions and �nd the optimum for every critical
region.

The graphical representation of critical regions can be observed at Fig.(5.12).
The algorithm starts from a starting point x0 and solves the linear program-
ming problem and �nd z∗(x0). After this �nd the active constrains and de�ne
the corresponding critical region CA(x0). Its clear from the de�nition of one
critical region that J∗ is constant for any x ∈ CA(x0). Next we �nd the op-
timum and the optimizer's value for x ∈ CA(x0). and move on to the next
critical region. If the optimum problem is not degenerate then �nding the
critical regions is straightforward, but in the contrary the outcome is de�ned
by the algorithm's starting direction.

Figure 5.12: Partitioning incrementally the two dimensional parameter space to
critical regions from C0 to C11.

As it shall be described in section 4.4, the if the linear optimization could be
described with quadratic programming the process yield more computational
cost e�cient results in a lot of cases. As such it is advised to apply above
geometrical approach in a multi-parametric quadratic programming (mp-QP)
environment, as it would be used in the explicit MPC. Consider a multi para-
metric quadratic program:

J∗(x) = minz J(x, z) =
1
2
z′Hz

subj. to Gz ≤ w+ Sx,
(5.59)

and the variables are de�ned as by (5.55) additionally it is assumed that
H ≻ 0. The goal is to �nd the value function J∗(x) and the optimizer function
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z∗(x) in K∗. The search of these functions proceeds by partitioning the set
of feasible states into critical regions as before. Note that the more general
problem with J(x, z) = 1

2
z′Hz + x′Fx can always be transformed into (5.59)

using the variable substitution z̃ = z+H−1F′x.
As previously let be j the jth row of a matrix or the jth element in a vector,
also J = {1, . . . ,m} be the set of constraint indices and for any A ⊆ Ic, also
GA, wA, and SA be the submatrices of G, w and S respectively, consisting
rows, indexed by A, and K∗ is full dimensional. with the de�nition displayed
in (5.57), and (5.58) it can be showed that the critical regions of a multi
parametric quadratic program are polyhedra. Let (A,AN) = (A(x̄),AN(x̄))
for some x̄ ∈ K∗, where for any given x̄ ∈ K∗, J∗(x̄) denotes the minimum
value of the objective function for x = x̄. Then:

1. the closure of CA is a polyhedron.

2. z∗(x) is an a�ne function of the state inside CA, i.e.: z∗(x) = Fix + gi
for all CA.

3. J∗(x) is a quadratic function of the state inside CA, i.e.: J∗(x) = x′Mix+
cix+ di for all x ∈ CA.

For proving the above, the �rst order Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) con-
ditions (described in [102] in detail) for multi parameter quadratic programs
are:

Hz∗ +G′u∗ = 0, u ∈ Rm (5.60a)

u∗
i (Giz

∗ −wi − Six) = 0, i = 1, . . . ,m (5.60b)

u∗ ≥ 0 (5.60c)

Gz∗ −w− Sx ≤ 0. (5.60d)

With the KKT conditions (5.60) the constraints of quadratic problem (5.59)
can be written as:

dL

dz
≥0

dL

dλ
≥0

z
dL

dz
=0

λgl(x) =0

z ≥ 0 , λ ≥ 0

⇐⇒

z′H+ λG ≥0

Gz−w− Sx ≤0

z′(Hz+G′λ) =0

z ≥ 0 , λ ≥ 0,

(5.61)

where λ is the Lagrange multiplier, L is the Lagrange function and g(x) is
the equality constraint. Then can be applied to the active constraints of (5.59)
applied on the critical region of CA:
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Hz+G′
AλA = 0

λA(GAz−wA − SAx) = 0
Gz−w− Sx ≤ 0

λA ≥ 0.

(5.62)

From (5.8) it follows:

z = −H−1G′
AλA

0 = λA(−GAH
−1G′

A −wA − SAx),
(5.63)

which then implies that:

λA = (−GAH
−1G′

A)
−1(wA + SAx)

z = −H−1G′
A(−GAH

−1G′
A)(wA + SAx).

(5.64)

In this case z serves as the optimum if the KKT conditions are ful�lled.
Substituting into yields:

(−GAH
−1G′

A)
−1(wA + SAx) ≥ 0

(GA −H−1G′
A)(−GAH

−1G′
A)

−1(wA + SAx) ≤ w+ Sx.
(5.65)

This inequality of (5.65) expresses the critical region of CA, and for said
region the optimizer can be expressed as:

z∗ = (−H−1G′
A)(−GAH

−1G′
A)

−1(wA + SAx). (5.66)

With this in hand the quadratic multi parametric program (5.59) can be
solved the same way as the linear multi parametric program (5.55), an the
optimum value can be calculated for every critical region explicitly, as the
a�ne function of parameters.

5.8.1 Storage of critical regions

The issue of iterative model based controllers is that they require a lot
of computational resource. The CPU load and required ROM consumption
could increase exponentially the longer the more steps the control horizon is
calculated. For this reason explicit model bssed predictive controllers (EMPC)
were developed, where only the storage the critical regions and the signal coef-
�cients for each critical region, so the matrices H, K, F, G are required. The
on-line part of control consists of searching the critical region for the current
states and calculating the necessary inputs for them. One method of storing
entire critical regions in order to calculate them, and that is in the order in
which the MP-LP or MP-QP problem is resolved. It has the disadvantage,
that the search time can be high, as such starting from the top of the list, a
linear search is not e�ective. The e�cient method is to store critical regions
already in a binary tree [119], [120], [121], [122]. The method of generating
the binary tree is shown in (Fig.(5.13).).
The basic idea is to sort the critical regions depending on their adjacent sides.
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For example, in (Fig.(5.13).a.) side j1 divides the state space into two, at the
right of it are the regions X2,3,4,5 and to the left are the regions X1,2,6. They
make up the nodes adjacent to the base node I1 of the binary tree. Next the an-
other side from the space is chosen de�ned by each node I2 respectively I3, and
the algorithm is continued until all the regions in the current node correspond
to the same control signal, denoted by F on the shaft in �g. (Fig.(5.13).b.)
Thus with this search pattern logarithmic search time can be achieved.

Figure 5.13: Basic search three of an EMPC where, a) are the critical regions for
a space of 2D parameters, b) the related binary tree.

The implementation of MPC in explicit form is very e�cient up to a certain
number of critical regions, because they do not require calculations but only
search in a table. For more complex problems or fast systems the method
requires longer search time.
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5.9 Notations used in the appendix

A State matrix of a linear time invariant model
Ax Constraint state matrix
Au Constraint input matrix
Af Constraint state matrix at the end of the horizon
A Set if indices in states where the constraints are active

AN Set if indices in states where the constraints are inactive
B Input matrix of a linear time invariant model
CA Critical region associated with the active constraints
D APPS set of step directions
di APPS direction of active process
E Uni�ed constraint state matrix
E APPS set of external sucesses
F State coe�cient matrix for calculating the optimal input
G Uni�ed constraint input matrix
g Autonomous function where there are no inputs
H Supplementary quadratic optimizer matrix
Ii ith node in critical region storage
Ic Set if indices of constraints
J Cost (or value) function to optimize
J∗ Optimal cost value
J Set if indices of active constraints
K Controller gain
K Set of states respective to constraints

K∗ Set of feasible states respective to constraints
k Time step on the horizon N
L Lagrange function
N De�ned horizon of MPC

Nc, Nu, Ny De�ned control, input, and output horizon respectively
P Terminal penalising weight matrix
P APPS set of processes
Pc Set of all (input and state) constraints at time instance
p APPS search pattern
Q State penalising weight matrix
Q APPS set of sidestep indices
R Input penalising weight matrix
S General state constraint coe�cient
S APPS set of successful iterations

Sx Set of all possible future state matrices stepping through the horizon
Su Set of all possible future input matrices stepping through the horizon
U∗

0 Optimal vector of future inputs starting from the initial state
U APPS set of unsuccessful steps

Uu Set of inputs not violating constraints
u∗ Optimal vector of input
V Lyapunov function
w Uni�ed constraint vector
Xi ith critical region in critical region search
Xx Set of all possible future states stepping through the horizon
x State vector of a linear time invariant model
x̄ Minimum state value of the objective function

xbesti APPS best reached state, where xbesti is a minima
Y Supplementary matrices
Z∗ Set of optimizers leading to feasible states
z Optimizer of linear multi parametric problem
z∗ Optimizer, leading to a feasible state
z̃ Set of all future states and inputs over the horizon
∆ APPS step length control parameter

∆best
i APPS best reached step size
λ Lagrange multiplier
θ APPS system speci�c tunable parameter
ρ APPS in�nite sequence iterator
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5.10 Abbrevations

AC: Alternating current
ACSI: Asymmetrical current source inverter
APPS: Asynchronous Parallel Pattern Search
CPU: Central processing unit
CSI: Current Source Inverter
CSR: Current source recti�er

CVUF: Complex voltage unbalance factor
DC: Direct current

EMPC: Explicit model predictive control
HPF: High pass �lter
IGBT: Insulated gate bipolar transistor
MAC: Multiply and accumulate
MIMO Multiple input, multiple output
MPC: Model predictive coltrol
MPT: Model predictive control toolbox

MPPT: Maximum power point tracking
MP-LP: Multi paramteric linear programming
MP-QP: Milti parametric quadratic programming
ROM: Read only memory
SFC: State feedback control
SVM: Space vector modulation

SVPWM Space vector pulse width modulated
THD: Total harmonic distortion
SHE: Selective harmonic elimination

TPWM: Trapezoidal pulse width modulation
VSR: Voltage source recti�er
VU: Voltage unbalance

VUF: Voltage unbalance factor (i.e. TDV)
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